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.CHAPTER I 
.INTRODUCTION 
The State of Sao Paulo, considered an area of secondary 
importance within Brazil until late in the nineteenth century, 
[b.as rapidly expanded its agricultural and manufacturing fa.cili-
ties until it has attained a position of economic preeminence, 
if not domination, in the country. The capital city of the 
· jJtate, also called Sao Paulo, is one of the most rapidly ex-
1 
~a:nding large urban a.rea.s in the world. In 1948 the State of 
I ,_ 
Sao Paulo accounted for 49 per cent of Brazil's total exports 
~Y value; 44 per cent of total imports; 43 per cent of total 
1ka.les turnover; 38 per cent of total income tax payments; 33 ! 
~er cent of total bank deposits; and44 per cent of all Brazilian 
!Port dues and customs.l ~ any standard of comparison, the state 
~s economically the most important area of Brazil. 
Of primary iinportence in the state's rise to prominence 
has been the rapid expansion of the state's manufacturing indus-
~r.~es which has taken place almost entirely since the beginning 
pf the twentieth century. Todaf Sic Paulo is not only the most 
P.ighly industrialized state in Brazil but also the largest manu-
f-acturing center in Latin .America. The success and stability of 
lind:u.strial expansion may have important bearing not only on Sao 
Paulo and Brazil but on the future of other indus trial develop... 
nents in Latin America. a:nd on the prospects for Latin Amer1c8ll tn-
rdustry in genaral. 
No :previous study, to the writer1 s knowle@:ge, has confined 
itself to the investigation of Sio Pa'luots industrialization. Hence 
the present work attempts the examination of the various aspects of 
!this development, the problems associated with it,_and the prospects 
for future development. In Chapter II the historical treatment of 
the Sic Paulo area is intended to acq-a.aint the reader with the 
background to industrial development and to make more meaningful the 
events surrounding industrialization. Chapter III describes, insofar 
as possible rlth the available da.t& the present developnent of manu-
,facturing industries in the state, illustrating the development with 
a. description of three of the most important manufacturing industries 
and some recent- expansions of the industrial sector. In the re-
maining chapter~ transportation, industrial power, and some of the 
more important a:>cial factors associated rlth industrialization are 
treated. 
The chief source of data for the stud¥ has been the Sio Paulo 
Research and Reference Collection at Boston University whiCh has made 
available both the material for the historical background to the study 
and up-to-date information on contem:po~ industrial developments in 
the area. The treatment of the sub~ect, however, has been limited by 
the relative scarcity of adequate statistical data on S8o Paulo in-
dustry and by the writer's inadequate firsthand acquaintance w1 th the 
area. Furthermore, limitations of time and preparation inherent in a 
mastert s dissertation precluded exhaustive anEJ..lysis. Thv.s the present 
. e 
!treatment is intended solely to describe end analyze some of the 
1Lore important features of the subject. 
The study has been carried on under the dire6tion of Pro-
l(essor Maurice Halperin, chairman of. the Depart!Mnt of Regional 
Studies at :Boston University. Doc tor Walter Bevera.ggi, of the 
same department~ as reader and critic has given valued encourage-
3. 
ment and suggestions. In addition, grateful acknowledgement is 
made to Doctor Bernado Bed.rikow of the SESI organization in Sio 
Paulo for his valuable information on 'to th the ~ and SENAI or-
ganizations. Acknowledgement is also made to the Sao Paulo Center 
and. Federation of Industries and especially to Senhor Haroldo Santos 
Abreu. director of the organizations, for thei~ cordial assistance 
during the writer•s visit to .Sio Paulo in tbe ·summer of 1951. The 
weekly publication of the two organizations, the Boletbl Informative, 
has been one of the primary sources of material on industrialization 
in Sio Paulo and especially on the views and attitudes of the Sic Paulo 
industrialists themselves. The writer is especially indebted to Senhor 
Clovis Oliveira of the Center and Federation of Industries for his 
kindness in preparing and forwarding a synthesis of his still un-
publ1 shed history of the Center and Federation • 
4. 
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sAO PAULO • H!S~OEICAL AND ~ONOMIO BACKGROUND 
Before an attempt is made t~ discuss and. analyze the con-
temporary stage oi' industrialittation in the State of sao Paulo it 
wi 11 be necessary to stud:.r the beginning$ of this indu.strial evo-
lution an.d to reach back e'Ven fuxther in an attempt to locate the 
predominant f'actors in the early and later history of the arei'l. 
r«hioh have inevitably cond!tioned its present development.. ln this 
way recent developments i:n the state wil'l be placed in their proper 
relation to the past a..V!d the industrial panorama of Ban Paulo today 
~ill be made n:to:t<e mea;ningful to the reader. 
i 
Geogra:phiea.l 'Picture ,.of tM. s:tate of. sio Paulo.. The State 
f Sao Pa:til.o is the tenth largest among the :S:raziU8ll states ·and 
, er:ri tories with att area of 247,223 square kilometers. 2 I't leads 
I 
.. 11 'Brazilian states in population with a:ppro:xilll$.te1Y' 9 ,Z4a .• ooo :l:n-
~abitanta.3 The _state is located in the southeastern part of ~razil. 
pordering on tbe J.tla.ntio {'.ki<elln.. fhe greate:r part of the state is 
ocs.te.d north of th$ 'rropi.c of :Oa:pricorn in the s:fol'rid. Zan&. 
The state is divided geogra.phicall;y into two_ distinct regions. 
:narrow. strip of moist~ tropical lowla.."ld.s .along the A.tls.ntio coast 
nd. the high plateau ot-' ulanalio begilll3.ill.€ im!t!ediately behind the 
oasta.l strip. !lhese regions are separated b;y a steep esc&r,pttlent 
alled the Satta do Var which rises ~ost -vertically from the coaa:tal 
II 
lain.. a:pproximately three thousand feat to the level of the plateau. 
liThe greater part of the area and of the population of the state 
are found on the 12-lanalto whldll ranges in altitude from the three 
1
thousand foot level of the Serra do Mar on its eastern side to 
sea level as it slopes gently downward toward the west. The eli-
~ate of the ~lanalto is generally a cool, temperate one with suf-
ficient moisture in most sections. 
The most important city in the state is the ca. pi tal cl. ty 
which 1 s also called Sio Paulo. It is located immediately behind 
the peaks of the escarpment and has a population of we~l over two 
~illion. 4 The city of .Sio Paulo has had one of the most rapid 
7. 
growth rates of any major city in the world and is the third largest 
i 
bity in Latin .America. The second city of the state is the port of I 
~antos with a population of approximately two hundred thousand.s 
r.his city serves as a gateway for imports and exports of the State 
! _. 
pf Sao Paulo and many neighboring states and is as well an important 
ierminal of Brazilian coastai trade. other important cities in the 
~tate include Sorocaba, an important industrial center about fifty 
piles west of the capital, and Oampinas and Junda{ northwest of the 
apital. 
Much of the area. of the plateau is covered by terra ~ or 
ed earth which has proved to be of great fertility for the growing 
< f certain crops, especially <loffee. The land is generally level 
< r gently sloping except for a few ranges of low mountains and is 
nterspersed with forest and grassla~ds in its natural state. The 
~ rea is drained by several rivers, most of them originating in the 
a. 
I eastern part of the pls.teau and flowing south and west 8.W9¥ from the 
~tla.ntic until they join the streams of southern Brazil and Paraguay. 
I 
These rivers are generally of little use for navigation but their 
importance as sources of hydroelectric power can not be overemphasized 
in the analysis of the development of the state. 
Settlement and early history~ 1500-l§.§Q.. One year after the 
official discovery of Brazil in 1500 b,y the Portuguese explorer, 
Padro Alvares Cabral. a second expedition set out from Portugal un-
der the comma.nd of .Andre GoJl9alves and Americo V.espucci. 6 Proceeding 
southward from Cape Sio Roque on the northern coast of Brazil they 
arrived in January of 1502 at a small island which was later to be-
come the site of the port of Santos. They named the island sio 
Vincente in honor of the saint on whose dB¥ they dropped anchor there. 
There is no record of any member of the expedition remaining at Sao 
Vincente but the first European supposed to have settled in the area 
was a Portuguese political exile. Cosme Fernandes. who was set ashore 
by the same expedition at the southernmost part of Brazil. Fernandes 
wandered northward along the Brazilian coast reaching Sio Vincente 
about 1510.7 
In the years immediately following Fernandes' arrival several 
~oups of Portuguese, French and Spanish tr&:iers settled in the area 
including one Joio Bams.lho whose numerous marriages and innumE!rable 
;progeny have made him a Brazilian legend. 8 Meanwhile~ Fernandes, by 
~eans of several tactical marriages with the daughters of the chiefs 
I 
~.I 
\1 of' neighboring Indian tribes • had become an important man in the 
I community; building ships; engaging in the Indian slave trade; 
eDd generally raising the small settlement to the level of a 
trading center. 
II Fernandes' fortunes began to decline with the arrival at 
Sao Vincente of Martim Affonso witt.h orders to expel_ him from the 
little community he had founded. 9 Aided by the treachery of some 
of the European members of the colony, including the prodigious 
Ramalho, Martim .Affonso was able to force Fernandes with his fol-
9. 
lowing of femily and allies to retreat southward where, it is said. 
some of his followers eventually became ·the founders of Buenos Aires. 
Thus Martim Affonso in 1532 1'off1cially" founded the settlement of 
Sio Vincente and became the first ruler of what was loosely called 
"the lands of Brazil". He and his followers numbering about one 
hundred. proceeded to distribute the area surrounding the settle-
ment among themselves and settled down to gro1r the sugar cane they 
had brought with them from Madeira. lO 
But Affonso' s treatment of Fernandes had aroused such re-
sentment and hostility among the neighboring lndi ans that ma:oy of 
the settlers braved the steep walls of the Serra do Mar to develop 
their sugar cane more peacefully on the part of the high plateau 
that today is the City of Sio Pa.ulo.ll Even here in the comparative 
security from the hostile Indians the settlers were not content. 
Not as wealthy as the owners of the new. sugar colonies of Brazills 
Northeast they could not afford the purchase of slaves for their 
10. 
:plantations and so there arose among the settlers the bands of 
raiders and a.d,venturers who roamed afar in search of Indian sla:ves 
for their own plantations and for the slave markets of the wealthy 
Northeast. These were the first bandeira.ntes or ltfla.gbearers 0 who 
were to contribute one of the most exciting and colorful chapters 
to the history of Brazil. 
Comprised in a large part, of the descendants of the Portu-
guese settlers and Indian women these people were a new race. Wl th 
the boldness and daring of the Portuguese adventurers and the ferocity 
and love of liberty of the Indian, they were well adapted for the 
role they were to play in the future of Brazil. In bandeiras that 
ranged from small numbers in the sixteenth century to large armies 
in the seventeenth they roamed through Southern Brazil and as far 
west as Peru; capturin~ and selling slaves; claiming la,tld for 
Brazil; searcr~ng for gold; and, finally, founding small, isolated 
settlements, nuclei of the semi-isolated rural villages and towns of 
!Present day :Brazil. The bandeirante has become a symbol for the 
Pa.ulista of today, a symbol of energy and vigor inherent in the modern 
citizen of SiO Paulo as well as in his colorful foregearers. 
While the boundaries of the state were being continuoualy-
~ushed back by the roving bandeirantes, the communi ties of Sio Paulo 
:Were to be influenced economically as well as morally by the arrival 
in 1549 of the first Jesuit, Father Leonardo Nunes, and the arrival 
12 
of the second, Father Manoel Nobrega in 1553. These two men, in 
spite of their highly unpopular sentiments against :polyga.my and 
II 
1\ 
11. 
Indian wives, were able to consolidate the settlements, organize 
them for defense against the Indians, and .mold them into economically 
self-sufficient, if not prosperous, communities. 
The dawn of the seventeenth century then found the econo~ 
/) of the Sio Paulo area consisting chiefly of two small settlements, 
one on the coast and one in the highlands, in which agriculture was 
the main activity. Agriculture in the area consisted of subsistence 
farming and diminishing amounts of sugar cane a.e the areas of ~ehia 
and Pernambuco to the north gradually eliminated competition in .sao 
Paulo by means of their closer proximity to the European markets. 
The other factor in the economy was the roving bandeirantes 
swelling in continuous waves across the continent. 
Economic !!!! territorial decline, !§§Q-l§QQ.. While the two 
major settlements of the area continued to live in comparative iso-
lation and self-sufficiency during the rest of the seventeenth and 
the eighteenth centuries the fortunes of the ba.ndeirantes began to 
decline. Indians for the slave trade became more difficult to cap-
ture and in 1655 the Dutch were excluded from the sugar producing 
regions of the .Northeast and in departing took their skills in sugar 
growing with them to the West Indies where they gave ~ra.zil its first 
real competition in the European sugar market. The consequent de-
cline in the demand for slaves in the .Northeast practically ruined 
the only important commercial activity of the Pa~listas. During 
the latter part of the seventeenth century the area experienced a 
II 
I 
12. 
general economic decline and a shifting of its population to other 
sectors. 
Paulista fortunes seemed destined to rise to unheard of pro-
1 portions when one of the bandeirante expeditions discovered gold in 
the area that is known today as the State of Minas Gerais.13 After 
centuries of searching the bandeirantes had finally found their "el 
Dorado". Scores of mines were developed and thousands of Pauli etas 
and other ~razilians pressed into the area in one of the greatest 
migrations in ~razil•s history, a history, by the way, noted for its 
mass migrations. ~ut the discovery of wealth within its borders was 
to benefit Sao Paulo very little if at all. T.be Portuguese governors 
of ~razil residing in Rio de Janeiro had no intention of allowing the 
wealth from the mines to fall into the hands of the Paulistaa. J.fter 
a bloody battle and several incidents of diplomatic dishonesty on the 
part of the Portuguese rulers. the control of the mines lay in the 
hands of the "foreigners" in Bio. To further enhance Portuga.ese 
control the area of lrtinas Gerais was separated from Sio Paulo in 
Further dismemberment of Paulista territory occurred when 
lUo Grande do Sul was separated from Sio Paulo in 1738; Santa 
Catarina in 1?42; and Goyaz and Mate Grosso in 1748. By 1750 Sio 
Paulo had become a mere d.ependency of Rio de Janeiro • losing the 
last vestiges of self-governme~t when governors were sent from Rio 
to rule the terri tory •15 
1/ 
13. 
Large sections of the Paulista settlements left their small 
ifarms in the frantic race for gold and though the remaining in-
habitants gained some profit from the sale of food to the mines, 
the area entered a period of decline which was to last for approxi-
mat ely one hundred years. Dllring the latter half of the eighteenth 
century there was a slow readjustment to agriculture wtth an emphasis 
on sugar cane and the development of livestock raising and trading 
but the ~~~ of the power end glory of the bandeirantes were gone. 
Perhaps the most important event in the eighteenth century was the 
planting of coffee in sao Paulo although the crop was not to attain 
any significance until much later. 
Coffee .!!!!! the !:!..!!. Q!. Sio Paulo, l§..QQ-1.2.QQ.. Planting of 
coffee took place in s-ao Paulo before the beginning of the nineteenth 
century but the role of sugar, which bad been grown in the area. since 
its settlement in the sixteenth century, continued to be the major 
factor in the exports of the state until almost the middle of the 
nineteenth century.l6 For the state in general the first half of 
the century was a period of gradual economic growth al tho·ugh as late 
as the middle of the century it was considered to be of only secon-
dary importance among the states of Brazil. In 1850 the population 
of the City of sic Paulo had risen to little more than 15,000.17 
An incident in the first part of the century which was to have 
a.n important effect upon the future of the state was the arrival in 
14. 
Rio in 1808 of the Port~se.royal family under Dom JoiO. the 
Prince Regent. The royal family and ma.ey of the Portuguese nobility 
were fleeing the country of their birth in the face of the invading . 
French armies under Napoleon. Perhaps in gratitude to the Brazilians 
for the refuge they had provided him Do.m Joao immediately proceeded 
to open the Brazilian ports to the ships of all natl ons and later to 
remove many of the mercantilistic Portuguese restrictions on local 
manufactures and industry .. l8 
In September 1821 Dom Joio reluctantly left Brazil to re-
occupy his throne in. Lisbon, leaving his son Pedro to rule Brazil as 
Regent. Within a month of his fa.ther'~s departure the twenty-three-
year-old Pedro, irked by an order that he return to Lisbon and a"l'tare 
of th4 strong Brazilian urge for independence. impetuously proclaimed 
19 the independence of Brazil from Portugal. The declarat~on took 
place on the banks of the Ypiranga River in Sio Paulo and was perhaps 
a portent of the dominant role the state was to play in an indepen-
dent :Brazil. Brazil was declared to be an empire and young Pedro 
became Dom Pedro I. 1l'mperor of Brazil. 
For the State of Sio Paulo the importance of the reign of 
Dom Joio and the following period of the :Brazilian Empire under Dom 
Pedro I and his son. Dom Pedro II~ rests chiefly in the degree of 
economic freedom 'Wlder these three monarchs. In contrast with the 
strictly colonial status occupied by ~Panlo and the rest of :Brazil 
under the mercantilist policies of the Portuguese regimes, the later 
.period was one influenced by the new doctrine of economic liberalism 
1/ 
,, 
15. 
which had recently invaded the European strongholds of mercantilism. 
By 1850 the importance of coffee in the expor~ figures of 
the state had surpassed that of sugar and there had begun the gradual 
shift of economic and, towards the end of the century, political 
power from the states of the Northeast and Rio de Janeiro to Si6 
Paulo.20 The spectacular rise of coffee continued almost uninterrupted-
ly throughout the century. B7 1900 Brazil was producing the greatest 
part of the world1 s coffee and Sio Paulo was Brazil"s major producer.21 
The fall of the institution of slavery in 1888 threatened to 
disrupt the progress of coffee and agriculture in general, bu.t in Sao 
Paulo the coffee f 1&zendeiros had already begun to discover that wage 
laborers though perhaps more expensive had greater incentive to work 
and were, in the long run, more economical. The great sugar planta-
tions of tbe Northeast and the large coffee area of Rio de Janeiro's 
Para!"ba Valley, more closely bound to the traditional wqs, were 
financially ruined by the emancipation~ The ensuing economic crisis 
brought about the fall of monarchy in Brazil and the institution of 
the Brazilian Republic in 1889. 
s-ao Paulo • however, did not share the fate of the rest of 
Brazil. With a resourcefUlness inherited perhaps from the! r ~­
deirante forebearers they began a campaign to attract agricultural 
workers from Europe. The major immigration waves began shortly 
after the emancipation and between 1887 and 1906 it is recorded that 
approximately 1,200,000 immigrants entered the state.22 Italy, at 
the time suffering :from a serious economic crisis, provided over 
16. 
fifty per cent of thes·e immigrants.23 'fhe coincidence of an eco-
nomic crisis and chronic overpopulation in Italy end the need for 
a large number of agricultural workers in Sio Paulo has been one 
of the most fortunate factors in the gro~th of the state. The 
Italians were among the most capable end industrious peoples in 
' 
Europe and their influence in Sio Paulo in all fields of endeavor 
has far exceeded their mere incidence in large numbers. 
Another development in tae nineteenth century that ~ pro-
vided one of the essential bases for the area's growth was the de-
velopment of both exterior and interior lines of communication. 
In 1867 the Sio Paulo :Railw~ was completed by- an English company, 
sealing the steep cliffs between the port of Santos and the capital 
city of Sio Paulo.24 Thus coffee found its way from the higllland 
plateaus where it was grown to the coast and finally to the ports 
of most of the nations of the world. This short stretch of railroad 
I 
,I has often been called the richest line· in the world. Its service as 
II 
an outlet for the expanding coffee production and later for the trans-
:port of industrial materials into Sio Paulo has been of paramount-
importance in the economic progress of the area.. Following the con-
struction of the Sio Paulo - Santos line, the mileage of track was 
extended throughout the state with the growin& city of Sio Paulo the 
focus of all lines. :By 1900 Sio Paulo State had constructed well 
over 3,000 miles of track.25 The facilities of the port of Santos 
were also developed and by the end of the century it was well equ~pped 
with docks and loading equipment. 
l 
I( 
I 
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At the dawn of the t~entieth century then, the state of s-ao 
Paulo had developed a good system of transportation by rail and sea. 
a skilled and industrious labor force and one good commercial crop~ 
coffee. 
~ !:!.!:!, 2!. man:ufactur~ industrz, !2Q.Q;-1930., One of the 
first developments of the twentieth century was the harnessing of 
the abundant water power in the area. The first hydro-electric 
plant was inaugurated in 1900 by a Canadian concern. the sio Paula 
Tramway Light and Power Company .. 26 lfllis company has since deileloped 
other installations and produces with the othe.r major prodUcer. the 
Oompanhia Paulista de Forya e Luz, about. ninety per cent of the 
electric power for the state.27 ~oth companies have expanded as the 
Paulista economy has grown to need more power facilities. Hydro-
~~ electric power was the last of the fundamental bases upon which the 
I industrial growth of Sio Paulo was to take place. 
I The coffee industry continued to expand with minor setbacks 
in the twentieth century until 1930 when· the United ~t"ates market 
crash made it necessary for this largest consumer of S""'ao Paulo coffee 
drastically to reduce her purchases. The dangers of a monocultural 
economy were finally recognized and, although coffee continues to be 
Sio Paulo ts and :Brazil•s largest export, there has been since 1930 a 
general diversification with emphasis on crops such as cotton. 
vegetables~ and cattle raising. 
The history of manufacturing in sio Paulo dates back to 1811 
'\ 
~I 1s. 
with the founding of a short-lived cotton factory.28 :B~fore the 
da~s of the Republic there are records showing the eQfablisbment 
of sugar refineries and small. textile plants among other tn>ee but 
during the nineteenth century, for .the most part, the success and 
expansion of the coffee fazendas left little inclination or surplus 
capital for the development of indust~. Coffee, however, was re-
sponsible for the construction of the transportation system and the 
waves of immigration and, in the end, it was coffee fazendeiros who 
supplied much of the capital for the industrial e~ansion. 
It was in 1900 that Sio Paulo received its first impetus to 
industrialization in the form of a nelt' Custom Tariff modelled after 
the Wnited States tariff lalfs and giving protection to home-produced 
goods. 29 Sao Paulo, located on its high cool plateau, relativel~ 
lt'ell supplied with skilled labor, lfit h a well developed transporta= 
!'tion system and an abundant potential of water power, was by any 
criterion the best equipped area in :Brazil to take advantage of the 
ll
new tariffs. Manufacturing capital flowing into Brazil from Europe 
naturally sought Sio Paulo as the most likely area for investment. 
:By 1907 industrial production had surpas.sed that of the State of Rio 
de Janeiro. 30 
. 
World War i gave Sao Paulo its second major impetus when the 
imports of manufactured goods were further curtailed from the in-
dustrial nations with their economies geared to war productionc 
Goods that had previous!~ been imported had to be produced at hom~ 
or foregone entirely. Production continued to gr0.w for a period 
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even when imports again became available • du:e to the prevailing low 
rates of exchange. These exchange rates continued throughout the 
twenties but industrial expansion was checked temporarily by a com-
bination of more powerful factors. 
The most important factor in the crisis of Sao Paulo industry, 
which occurred in 1924 and 1925, was the fact that the belligerent 
nations of the First World War and especially the United States had 
already converted their industries to consumer production and, finding 
their internal markets too sma.ll. had turned to the markets of Sou:th 
.A.me.rica. Witp; goods that were, in spite of tariffs and exchange rates, 
usually lower priced and frequently superior in quality, they turned 
the pattern of Brazilian consumption away from the home produced.article 
Another factor was the phenomenal coffee boom and a phase of prosperity 
without equal in Brazilian history. This boom harmed the progress 
of industry by reviving the liberal economic doctrines of the nine-
teenth century and the theory of the international division of labor 
whereby each country would produce what it was best suited to produce. 
In lio Paulo 1 s case this was coffee and, perhaJ;JS, other agricultural 
commodities. 
The setback of 1924 and 1925 was so serious e.nd the :factors 
against industrialization so strong that Sao Paulo industry did not 
attafn its 1923 production ~igures until after 193o.31 In the case 
of coffee, lookiDg back on more than one hundred years of almost un-
interrupted progress, few during the twenties predicted anything but 
prosperity for the crop that had been the principal factor in the rise 
20. 
of Sio ,Paulo from economic insignificance to leadership. The area 
of coffee, however, and with it the influence of economic l~beral-
ism, was rapidly approaching its termination. 
J.nother of the ~fficulties encountered by the industrial 
sector during this period was the lack of acceptance of Erazilian-
me.de articles especially among the higher income groups who com-
prised the bulk of the market for manufactures. The Erazilian gov.., 
ernment in the twenties tried to overcome this prejudice by offering 
special rewards to companies producing articles of national impor-
tance and attaining the same quality as the imported product.32 
There was also instituted a program of protection against foreign 
competition but thepprejudice against local manufactures lingers 
even to thh dq in many sectors of the country. A partial expla-
nation may be offered in the argument that resistance to locally 
II produced goods is the result of a long established tradition of the 
superiority of imported goods. There is also the factor of relative 
price with the Brazilian article, as noted before, usually selling 
for more than the imported article of equal quality except where 
high tariff and import restrictions raise the price of the imported 
article .. 
At the end of the twenties Paulista industry was largely 
composed of the textile and food industries growing at a moderate 
rate and accounting for a large part of the industrial productiono 
A clustering of smaller industries such as the chemical and the 
toilet articles industries were also arising. Heavy industries 
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in Sio Paulo, a.s well as in the rest of Brazil, lf..ere'!Cons:picuous 
by their absence. The sources of iron were located far from the 
centers of population and the probl~s of coal were ones of t~ans~ 
· porta.tion and poor quality. II It remained for the shifting of politi-
:\ cal and, especially, economic factors in the early years of the 
thirties to give impetus to this type of industry and to give rise 
to the greatest period of expansion in the history of Sao Paulo in-
. dustry. 
Industrial progress after 122Q.. Coffee's decline in Sio 
!Paulo was a direct result of the United States crisis following 
I 
\the disastrous "crash" of the New York Stock Market in October, 
: 1929. The immediate curtailment of the market that had regularly 
I \absorbed the greater part of the :Brazilian coffee crop, coupled 
\with the frantic increase in plantings, brought prices to a new 
low in the history of coffee. 33 The lack of foreign exchange from 
coffee sales was evident in the reduced quantity of imports which 
:Srazil was able to buy.. Through a turbulent decade of coffee burn-
i 
ing, controls, and government manipulation, coffee regained a prom!-
nent position in the economy, but the dangers of a monocultural 
economy had been made only too apparent. A. gradual progr81n of di-
~ersification has g1 ven prominence to scores of other crops of which 
~otton has become the most important in Sio Paulo. 
Dissatisfaction with the inefficiency of the federal govern-
ment, together with the turmoil created by the international economic 
----~----------------------......... 
• 
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crisis paved the Yf&:y in l3razil, as it did in many Latin American 
countries, for a sudden cll&.nge in the national. govermnent. In 
October, 1930. shortly after his defeat in the national el~ctions, 
Doctor Getulio Vargas led the forces of the state of Bic Grande do 
Sul into Rio and the First ::Brazilian Republic csme to an abrupt end .. 
Electing himself president in 1934 and consolidating his position 
with the £.2:!!2. !'~of 1937, Vargas' regime meant the progressive 
centralization of the ::Sradlie.n government under his personal control. 
The Vargas -regime marked the first time during the centu.t7 
that the national presidency had not alternated, by gentlaments agree~ 
ment, between representatives of the states of Minas Gerais and s-ao 
Paulo.. Pa.ulistas were resentful and in July, 1932, headed by their 
state governor~ tbey began hostilities against the federal govern-
' ment and only prompt action on the part of the federal troops pre-o< 
vented the arrival of aid for the Pau1istas from sympathetic states 
and the premature downfall of the new regime., 34 
In spite of the continuing political turmoil of the decade 
of the thirties, the period was one of steady advance in the growth 
of Paulista industry. The adverse effects of Vargasl ambitious 
social program on the industrial sector were largely cancelled by 
special favors to industrialists in the form of general disregard of 
labor laws, prohibition of strikes and a. group of acts fostering in .... 
dustrial developmnt. In the last analysis it was a combination of 
two factors, one economic, the other psychological. that contributed 
to the continued expansion of Sio Paulo industr.y during the depression 
II 
: ~ 
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of the nineteen thirties. 
The economic factor was the international depression itself 
and the concomitant collapse of the coffee and other markets for 
l3ra.zilian production. From the proceeds of exports of these com-
modities, manufactured consumer's articles were previously tmported 
into l3razil making it difficult for growing Paulista industry to 
compete for its share of the l3razilian market. With the decline in 
the amount of l3razilian raw materials sold abroad there was necea-
sarily a corresponding decline in the amount ·of manufactured goods 
that could be bought from abroad. The alternative was to btl1' lo-
cally manufactured goods and, although some local industries were 
hampered in obtaining the necessary imports of industrial raw ma-
terials and machinery, the overall effect of the crisis of 1930 and 
the following depression seems to have been a salutatory one for the 
growth of Sio Paulo industrial production. 
The second factor was the effect that the coffee crisis and 
the international depression had on the attitudes of Brazilians t9-
ward industrial development. The prosperity of the coffee-era had 
led the majority of l3razilians to the belief that the greatest prosm 
perity lay in the development of the country as a producer of primary 
products. Industry had been criticized as artificial, burdensome, 
and in opposition to the well-being of the people.. The fall of the 
coffee market, however, brought a general realization that the 
stability and prosperity of l3razil could not be maintained in the 
#.ace of Violent fluctuations of international trade, fluctuations, 
'~. , 
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by the way • in which the primary producing economies play- only a 
passive role. The obvious solution to the problem was the widening 
of the bases of the economy including the developrent of a self-
sufficient national industry. 
Capitalizing on its advantages, the State of Sic Paulo took 
the lead in this new phase of industrial progress. The facilities 
of the textile and food products industries were expanded.. cement 
production was undertaken on a larger scale and the newer industries 
of chemical products. hardware and electrical equipment, among others, 
grew at a rapid rate. .Major expansion in the basic >Lron and steel 
industry though, was not to come until after 1940. :By the end of the 
decade, on the eve of the Second World War, Sio Paulo industry had 
reached a sufficiently hil!?J:l level of development to meet most o-f the 
~eeds of internal consumption in the. face of the further restrictions 
!of imports that was to come. Shortages and other problems were to 
~est the stability of the industrial development but the high level 
';If production thro-ughout the war years gives ample proof of the 
iltrength and permanence of the Paulista indilstrial plant. 
In considering the conditions and events which have influenced 
;he developmnt of industry in Sio Paulo one must take into consider&-
ion some of the general factors that have been responsible for cer-
ain weaknesses in the past and some which continue to impede its 
J regress. In the first place, the devel~pment of industry has ~een 
called an artificial one. It has been dependent during most of ita 
listory on some sort of barrier to the importation of foreign goods. 
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These barriers have been either natural in the form of lack of 
foreign exchange and wartime restrictions or artificial in the 
form. of tariffs and exchange control$ It must be remembered, how-
ever~ that even United Statest industrial development was greatly 
aided in the same manner by the institution of almost prohibitive 
I 
tariffs .. 
 .Another of the problems that S"'ao Paulo has f~ed iB a short-
age of industrial capital. Following the pattern of the rest of 
Latin America, the greatest accumulations of capital have been in-
vested in the land not only as a source of production and specula-
tion but, frequently, as merely a source of prestige. Foreign capi-
tal flowing into sio Paulo industrial establishments has helped to 
counteract this tendency and since 1930 many of the fazendeiros have 
invested their agricultural profits in industrial undertakings. 
The problem of the limited Brazilian market for in~strial 
11 production has been discussed by many Brazilian economistso With a 
large part of the country ·still outside the market economy and the 
li 
majority of the population living at subsistence levels it has been 
feared tbat industrial production is in danger of over-expanding. 
However, the problem, up to the present at least, seems to have been 
largely hypothetical with the exception of a temporary- overproduction 
of cotton textiles in the years immediately following the Second 
forld War. 35 It is very possible that rising living standards· accom-
panying rising industrial production rill stimulate, for the fore-
seeable future, the 'necessary growth in. the internal market;. 
In co~cluding the introduction to this paper it will be 
I noted that the development of industry has been discussed in the 
I 
frame of reference of the area• a history and other conditioning 
' factors. We may now proceed to the treatment of the more recent 
developments of Paulista industry and an analysis of some of the 
• trends and problems of this growth. 
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CHAPTER III 
THE STATUS OF M.ANUFACTU'RING INDUSTRIES IN slo PAULO 
The relative importance o~ the State_of Sio Paulo in the 
:Brazilian industrial picture is demon!Jtrated __ in Table I, page 28, 
which shows the number of workers in the most important groups of 
11 industries for the year 1948• 36 Sio Paulo. in that year, accounted 
for over forty per cent of the total :Brazilian industrial labor 
} '. 
force while accounting for only eighteen per cent of the popula• 
tion. 3? Also important is the fact that the State of sio Paulo 
shows its greatest predominance in many of the ind.ustrtes requiring 
~ore highly developed technological processes such as the metal-
lurgical, electrical products, chemical processing and textile in• 
dustries. 
I Industrial production withitt the State of S""'ao Paulo has been 
\(most highly developed in the Municipality of Sio Paulo and 1 ts in-
, . 
dust rial suburbs of Santo Andre~, s""'ao Caetano, and Sio 13ernado do 
Campo although there have been significant developments in certain 
:industries in the interior of the State.38 The relative importance 
of the City of S"ao Paulo and its suburbs can beEseen from Table II 
on page 29·. computed for 194i7. The larger n-umber of establishments 
are located. outside the capital city and its suburbs but this cen-
tral·,area accounts for the greater part of the production, signi-
fying that the establishments of the interior are, on the average. 
of smaller size. 
e e 
TABLE I 
WORKERS IN BRAZIAN .AND IN sAO PAULO INDUSTRY 
.l~48a 
Per Cent~of Per Cent of 
Industry Brazil sao Paulo Brazilian S!.o Paulo 
Total Total 
Food products 132,789 39,858 30.01 9.50 
Ceramics ~.3';1~ 26,180 49.2? 6.24 
Construction 113,207 26,17? 23.,11 6.24 
Hides, skins, leather 14,133 4,245 30.05 1.01 
Extractive 7,384 2,065 27.97 0.49 
Tobacco 14,938 3,637 24.35 0.87 
Printing 23,877 10,410 43.59 2.48 
Lumber 35,600 8,550 24.02 2.04 
Electrical products 14 • .1,19 8,833 62.56 2.10 
Metallurgica~ 115,005 54,430 47.34 12.96 
Wood products 23,185 8,445 36.44 2.01 
Jewelry 2,711 741 27.33 o.l8 
Chemical process 0 94,262 51,087 54.19 12.17 
Textile 307,852 144,684 46,99 34.46 
Clothing 61,444 22$121 36.00 5.27 
Diverse industries 17a927 8a296 46.27 1.98. 
Totals 
----
1._03_1,5_7_7_ 4).9_S59 _____ 40~§-~ - -----100.00 
a Source: Institute Brasileiro de Geografia e Estat!stica, Anuario 
Estat1stico ~Brasil, .Ana XI, 1950, pp. 114-18. The totals are based on a 
survey of industries in the larger industrial cities by the Institute de Apo-
sentadoria e Pensoe~des Industriarios. More comprehensive statistics will be 
available in the 1951 edition of the Anuario Estat1stico do Brasil but the 
partial results of the table are useful for purposes of co~ison. 
b Including furniture industry. 
c Including paper and rubber manufacturing industries. £\!) 
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II 
Sio Paulo 
and Suburbs 
Interior 
-INDUSTRIAL ESTABLISHMENTS IN CAPITAL 
AND SUBURBS COMPARED WITH INTERIOR 
Number of Number of Salaries 
establishments workers paid 
33~ 
67i& 
67~ 
331 
75,; 
251 
Value of 
production 
67,; 
33~ 
a Source: Centro e Feder~io dae Industrias do Esta.do de 
Sio Paulo, J3oletim Informative, 14:17, January 9, 1950. 
Further aspects of the organization of industry in the 
City of Sio Paulo and suburbs compared wi"th the rest of the state 
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can be seen from Table III, on page 3J, computed for the year l~47. 
A. study of this table makes more obvious the fact that the industrial 
picture of the state is dominated by the capital city and its sub-
urbs. 
There are, nevertheless, other centers of manufacturing in 
~he state which have attained some significance. Table IV, on page 
~2, presents the relative importance of the major industrial munici-
Falities for the year 1947. The table shoos the widespread distri~ 
~ution of industrial establishments in the interior and the relative-
~~~Y' minor role that this large number of establishments pl!cy'S in the 
1
total production of the state. It will be noticed that the number 
of industrial establishments in the small industrial centers grouped 
under "Others" accounts for over fifty per cent of the total number 
of establishments in the state While accounting for only twenty per 
cent of the total production.. This is due to :Brazilian statistical 
e 
F -
TABLE III 
INDUSTRIAL STATISTICS FOR THE CAPITAL AND INTERIOR 
OF THE STATE OF SAO PAULO 
l947a 
Sao Paulo Capital and Other 
Specification State Suburbs Municipalities 
Registered industrial 
establishments 
Capital applied up to 
12/31/47 
Workers employed 1947 
Salaries paid in 1947 
($l,000cr.) 
Values of production 
in 1947 {$1,000cr.} 
Mean capital per estabb 
lishment ($l,OOOcb.) 
Mean noo of workers 
Mean value of prod. of 
est. in cruzeirosb 
Mean value of prod. pgr 
worker in cruzeiros 
Mean monthlb salary in 
cruzeiros 
40,646 
17,871,889 
483,038 
4,499,088 
44,560,489 
439,696 
12 
1.096,307 
92-250 
776 
13,285 
12,802,172 
321,773 
3,378,001 
29,993,994 
963,656 
24 
2,257,734 
93,215 
875 
27,361 
5,069-717 
161.265 
1,121,087 
14,566,495 
185,290 
6 
532,382 
90,326 
579 
• 
& Source: Institute Brasile1ro de Geografia e Estatistica, Boletim 
Estatfstico, .Ano VIII, 29:101, January-March, 1950. T}le table was computed 
by the State of Sao Paulo Statistical Department. The incompatibility of the 
total of workers employed in the state_with the total given in Table I is ~ 
due to the partial coverage of Table I. o 
b .Aiithmetic average has·been used. 
=·--- ':_ 
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America. 
It may be concluded from the data of the current Brazilian 
statistics presented in the preceeding tables that approximately 
two thirds of Sio Paulo State's industrial production is centered 
ltn the capital city and 1 ts immediate suburbso It must not. on the 
other hand, be assumed that the d1 vision of wealth between the capi-
' 
tal and the interior follows the same pattern. In spite of the 
I 
prominent level attained by industry. agricu.l ture still remains a 
basic activity and the ·agricuitural sector is still the source of 
the statels all-importent supply of f~reign axchange as well e.a the 
~hief source of industrial raw materials. There were in the State 
·I 
bt sio Paulo in 1940 approximately three and one half times as many 
J ~orkers 1rho gained their living directly from agriculture than there 
~ere em:Ployed in the manufacturing industries. 39 There are clear in-
~ications of a considerable increase of industrial over agricultural 
I 
"orkers but agriculture is still of major importance and 1 ts signif1-
~ance must be kept in mind while studying the industrial sector. 40 
Cotton textiles. It has been noted in the preceeding section 
~hat the textile industry is the largest one in Sio Paulo in terms of 
~he numbers employed, accounting for almost thirty five per cent of 
-TABLE IV 
INDUSTRIAL STATISTICS FOR THE MAJOR MUNICIPALITIES, 
· STATE OF SAO PAULO 
l.947a 
Capital applied Production 
Municipality Establishments to 12/31/47 1947 
($l.,OOOcr.) Ctl-iOOO: or.) 
Sao Paulo band 
suburbs 
Sorocaba 
Campinas 
Santos 
Jundia! 
Piracicaba 
Taubate 
Ribe±rao Prgto 
Barretos 
Lime ira 
.Araraq_uara 
Mar!lia 
Araras 
Rio Claro 
Others 
Total 
13,285 12,802,172 29,993,994 
436 387 ~832 984,584 
938 324,366 913,399 
1,121 202,285 683,749 
477 241,358 474,956 
613 150,573 378,189 
243 123' 286 352 '180 
668 125,882 307,919 
242 16,821 307,329 
332 197,064 296,385 
355 93,932 263,374 
348 43,181 238,709 
206 50' 972 207,563 
551 65' 665 206 '572 
20,646 3,046,500 8,951.,687 
40,646 17,871,889 44,560,489 
• 
. a Source: Instituto Brasileiro de Geografia e Estatfstica, Boletim 
Jliiai(p!igo, Ano Vlit; 29:101., January-March 1950. 
. / 
b Including Santo Andre and sao Bernardo do Campo. 
~ 
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the industrial workers o£ tbe state. It_is~ by £ar, the most ~-
1\ 
portant single industry. There is a certain development in the 
11 £ields o£ wool textiles end rayon but these relatively new indus-
tries will not be discussed due to a general lade of reliable data 
on them. The latter two industries usually account for less than 
fifteen per cent of the total value of textile production.41 
The growth of the cotton textile industry in the Kun~cipality 
of SiO Paulo can be seen from Table V, on Pe&e 34, showing the num-
ber of mills according to the year in which they were established. 
It can be seen from the table that the greatest period o£ growth 
took place after 1940 under the conditions o£ an international war. 
The growth. of the industry in the last decade 1a shown in 
Table VI~ on page 34, giving the number of spindles in operation in 
the state's cotton textile industry. With foreign textile imports 
!linto :Brazil curtailed by the war, Paulista textile industries were 
liable to expand to meet the increased demand £or locally produced 
il 
:textiles. Raw cotton was available for the industry from the agri-
cultural regions o£ the state itself and, although there were many 
difficulties in securing the necessary machines and replacement parts, 
th~ industry. as a whole, prospered and grefll. 
:Brazilian exports o£ cotton cloth found a ready market abroad 
during the war years but were almost completely eliminated from the 
international scene soon after the war when competition from the more 
highly- developed centers reappeared. .Exports of :Brazilian cotton tex-
tiles during the past decade ere shown in Table VII, on Page 35. It 
TABLE V 
DATES OF EST.ABLISEMENT, 
C<mDON TEXTILE MILLS, 
MUNICIPALITY OF SAO PATJi.o'-
Da~e of Establishment S;einnins Mills 
! 
Weavin~ Mill1r 
of Mills number -number ! 
Before 1919 1 4 12 4 
1920 - 1929 5 17 22 7 
1930 - 1934 3 10 31 11 
1935 - 1939 7 24 73 25 
1940 - 1944 13 45 154 53 
Total 29 100 292 100 
a Source: British Chamber of Commerce of Sao Paulo 
and Souther Brazil, Facts about ~ State .£!. ~ Paulo, 
P• 127. 
Year 
19.39 
1940 
1941 
1942 
1943 
1944 
1945 
1946 
1947 
1948 
1949 
1950 
TABLE VI 
COTTON SPINDLES IN OPERATION, 
STATE OF SAO PAULO, 
1939-1950 a . 
Number of Spindles .... 
915,327 
916,329 
880,010 
954,500 
1,038t261 
1,034,085 
1,036,802 
1,055,896 
1,043,311 
1,130,769 
1,251,090 
1,311,090 
Index (1939:100) 
100 
100.1 
96 .. 1 
104.2 
113.3 
103.0 
103 .. 2 
115.2 
114.0 
123.5 
136.8 
143.3 
a Source: Centro e Feder~ao das Industrias do 
Estado de S!o Paulo, Boletim Informative, 82:8, Ap:J;"il 
30, 1951. 
b Totals refer to the end of each year except 1950 
total which refers to end of the first six months. 
34 
Year 
1940 
1941 
1942 
1943 
1944 
1945 
1946 
194'7 
1948 
1949 
T.ABLE VII 
BRAZILIAN COTTON TEXTILE EXPORTS 
l940-l949a 
Metric tons 
1,672 
491 
7,436 
'7,654 
4,490 
6,158 
9,398 
4,077 
3,245 
463 
a Source~ Centro e Feder~ao das Industrias do 
Estado de Sao Paulo, Boletim In£ormativo. 29:18, April 
24, 1950. 
Sao Paulo 
T.ABI.J£ VIII 
COTTON TEXTILE PRODUCTION, 
BRAZIL AND S!O P.A1JLO 
1946-1948a 
Q.uanti ty in .metric tons 
1946 1947 1948 
419,618 395,710 440,582 
Brazilian total 
except Sao Paulo 722,533 667,716 679,159 
35 
a Source: Institute Brasi1eiro de Geografia e Es-
tat!stica, .Anuario Estat{stico do Brasil, .Ano XI, 1950, :p.l58. 
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can be assumed that a large part of these exports derived from s'iQ 
Paulo mills and that tbe trend of exports from Sio Paulo has closely 
approximated that of the ~razilian total. In the peak export year 
of 1946, cotton textile exports were an important item of the ~ra­
zilian total, accounting for approximately thirty_ per cent of a.ll 
textile production. 42 The sharp decline in exports toward the end 
of the decade had serious consequences on the industry and many Sao 
Paulo factories were forced, temporarily, either to reduce their 
n-umber of employees or to lim.i t the number of working hours. 43 
It seems that the postwar progress of tbe industry in the 
State of Sio Paulo has been greater than that of the rest of the 
country. In Table VIII. on page 35, the production of cotton tex• 
~:bl.es in S8o Paulo and in the rest of ~razil is compared for the iDl-' 
mediat~ postwar years. The decline, in 1947, from the peak production 
yeer of 1946 was less in S"'ao Paulo than it was in the rest of ~radl 
and the S"'ao Paulo textile industries recovered in 1948 to surpass 
their 1946 production while the industry in the rest of ~razil was 
still in its postwar decline. 
The expansion of the cotton textile industry in SS:o Paulo, as 
in :Brazil as a whole, has been due in a large part to the presence 
of protective tariffs and other restrictions on the imQorts of foreign 
goods. ~t the present time the most important federal restriction 
on imports is the system of Licens~ Previa Which allows the federal 
government to allot the available supply of foreign exchange among 
potential importers. The allotment of this supply has been such as 
37. 
to encourage the imports of necessary raw materials and machinery 
while discouraging the importation of consumer items. 
These forms of protection have been necessary for the 1n-
dustry- due to the comparatively high costs of manufacturing. llost 
of the machinery and replacement parts must still be imported and, 
with the exception of raw materials and labor • the costs of the con-
st1 tuent i terns of manufacturing expense have been generally higher 
in Sio Paulo, and in J)razil as a whole, than in the principal manu-
!'acturing centers abroad.. Profits of the industry have also been 
excessively large in comparison to those of the textile industry in 
Europe and the United States. It was reported in the weekly publi-
cation of the Sio Paulo Federation of' Industries that declared gross 
profits as a per cent of capital and reserves of the te:x:tile industry 
in the state in 1948 averaged 17.3 per cent. 44 
There a few large mills in the state but the majority are of 
I 
I small size, seventy-three'· per cent of the total employing less than 
I 
1 one hundred workers. 45 There are two mills in the state employing 
more than five thousand. They are the Companhia Nacional de Est am-
I paria employing approximately eight thousand and a factory of the 
Vorantim Industries employing 5,500. 46 · :Soth:;::of these largest mills 
i) 
!lare located in the .Municipality of Sorocaba,. the second most impor-
tant industrial center in the state. It is located about fifty miles 
northwest of the capital city. 
la'etallurg.r. The second most important industry in Sic Paulo • 
II 
,\ 
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on the basis of the number of employees, is the metallurgical in-
dustry. The industry, as shown in Table I, accounts for almost 
thirteen per cent of the total industrial workers of the state. 
I Table IX, on page 39, shows the growth of the bas~c iron and steel 
production in the State of Sio Paulo and. in ~razil during the period 
1940 ... 1949. The production of Sic Paulo has been only a small part 
of the :Brazilian to tal. One of the main reasons for this is the 
construction of the Volta Redoncla project, in the State of Bio de 
Janeiro, •hich in 1949 accounted for almost forty per cent of the_ 
total :Brazilian production of pig iron and over one half of the pro-
duction of steel and rolled products.47 This project has been in 
operation since 1946 as a federal government venture financed in a 
large part by the United States Import-Export :Bank. A ca.pa.ci ty out-
put of one million tons of steel annually had been planned for the 
project but, thus far, production has not approached this figure, 
The importance of Sio Paulo, however, lies not so much in the 
production of the raw iron and steel products as in its processing of 
these products into industrial and cons~er goods. 48 The state, in 
jl[ 1949, accounted for the purchase d almost fifty per cent of the pro-
1 duction of Volta Redona.a.49 Production of metal goods in Sio Paulo 
ranges from relatively simple items to complex machinery. Many of 
the more simple items such as nails, shovels, hoes, welding ro.ds, and 
bolts are already produced in quantities sufficient to meet the de--
mand of the local market. It is quite probabl~ that the growing pro-
duction of ~razilian iron and steel together w1 th the impet·ll8 to self-
•I 
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TABLE IX 
IRON AND STEEL PRODUCTION 
STATE OF SAO PAULO 
1940-1949 a 
Year Brazil. Sao Paulo Slio Paulo per cent o"f totalii 
Rolled Iron and Ste~l Products (tons) 
1940 135,293 37,846 28.0 
1941 149,928 . '42,177 28.0 
1942 155,063 43,803 28.3 
1943 157,620 41,300 26.2 
1944 166,534 40,063 24.0 
1945 165,805 50,566 30.5 
1946 ;~230,229 71,750 31.2 
1947 296,686 ,57,434 19.4 
1948 403,457 86,149 21 .. 4 
1949 505.540 1102737 21.8 
Steel Production {tons) 
1940 141,201 30,339 21.5 
1941 155,357 29,336 18.7 
1942 160,139 30,247 18.7 
1.9.43~ .185,621 40,309 21.7 
1944 221,188 50,239 22.7 
1945 205,935 56,638 27.5 
1946 342,613 89,136 26.0 
1947 386,971 80,626 20.8 
1948 483,085 90,711 18.8 
1949 615.069 !21,662 19.8 
Pis Iron Production ~tons) 
1940 185,570 3,203 . 01.7. 
1941 208,795 4,110 02.0 
1942 213,8ll 3,256 01.5 
1943 248,376 3~552 01.4 
1944 292,169 2,296 00.8 
1945 259,909 16,390 06.3 
1946 370,722 16,844 04.5 
1947 480,929 21,671 04.4 
1948 551,813 32;?.650 05.8 
1949 511,715 55,186 10.8 
a Source: ~stituto Brasi1eiro de Geo1ra"fia e Estat1stica, 
.Anuario Estat!stico ~ Brasil, Ano XI, 1950, p:p. 163-64. 
b This computation is mine. 
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sufficienc~ provided by the threat of a new international crisis 
will provide the basis for a continued expansion in the production 
I 50 
of all classes of metal goods. 
The development of the metallurgical industry in Brazil and 
in Sio Paulo can be demonstrated by comparing the steel production 
of this country of some fifty•two million inhabitants ld th that of 
Luxemburg with a population of leas than 500~000 and also w1 th that 
of the United States. In 1947 while Brazil produced a little less 
than 387,000 tons, Luxemburg produced 1,715,000 tons and the United 
States 77,015,000 tons. 51 Even with a large importation of iron 
and steel products into Brazil, the use of these materials is low 
in comparison with the countries of Western Europe, the United States 
II 
and Canada. 
T'lle manufacture, in Sio Paulo, of relatively complex iron and 
steel products is growing rapidly. Much attention has been given to 
~ew developments of this nature a.s in 1950 lfhen the first automobile 
~o be manufactured in Brazil was displayed at the s-ao Paulo Industrial 
~xposition. 52 Its construction lf&s regarded as a great step.in the 
· ndustria.l progress of the state where some of the p~ts were manu-
~actured. The model was of modern design with many modern accessories 
~ut its small, four cylinder engine e:rid maximum capacit~ of only 
leventy-two horsepower made its estimated cost of 52,000 cruzeiros, 
ipproximately 2,500 United States dollars, prohibitive for competition 
ith imported ears. 
Whil'S sio Paulo has made much pro'gress in the field of metal-
!I 
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llurgy, there reuiains m~h advancement to be made. Among the ma.ny 
barriers to the further developnent of .this industry are the prob .... 
lems of coal for smelting and the transportation problem which ha.-ve 
thus far contributed to make iron and steel manu:fa.ctures made in 
Sio Paulo more ex:pensi ve than the foreign product of the same quality. 
The recent attempts to overcome these barriers will be discussed in 
later chapters. 
Table X~ on page 42. shows the importance of the constituent 
parts of the metallurgical industry in the Municipality of Sic Paulo. 
The table demonstrates the wide variety of iron and steel manufactures 
in: the city with more than two thirds of the production consisting 
of a multitude of diverse manufactured items too numerous to list. 
!Q2! products. 'l'he food products industry does not have the 
same overwhelming importance in Sao Paulo as it has in many Latin 
American industrial areas. As can be seen from T.f!.ble 1.. this in-
dustry. including the beverage and distillery industries as well as 
food proancts, accounts for fewer industrial employees than either 
the textile, metallurgical, or chemical process industries. The 
relatively lesser importance of this industry in Sio Paulo·demon-
strates the different type of development taking place in S8o Paulo 
from that taking place in most manufacturing centers of Latin America 
where the processing of food competes with cotton textiles for first 
place among the industries. The :fact that both the metallurgical 
and chemical industries are of more importance than the food industry 
I 
e 
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T.ABLE X 
METALLURGICAL INDUSTRY 
MUNICIPALITY OF SAO PAULO 
l948a 
Capital applied Value of prod. 
Establi shmen.t (in 1, 000 crt1zeiros ) 
Foundries 155,370 202,410 
.Aluminum articles ~1 593:· 147,135 
cutlery 46,446 83,039 
Screws and nails 35,697 110,009 
Machines and apparatus 40,791 129,744 
Office and hospital furniture 39.194 82,710 
Stamping of metals 198,879 222,274 
Wire, pipes and tubes, nets, 
small wagons, tanks, barrels, 
and measuring tapes 44,81'~ 118,118 
Tools -·, -28• V-:24 60,142 
Unspecified 1,143,551 2,246,888 6 
Total 1,?_8J_l_Q§_Q ~3,402,46? 
a Source: Centro e Feder~ao das Industrias do Estado de Sao 
Paulo, Boletim Informativo, 90:20, ~une 25, 1951. 
e 
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indicates the relatively mature development of Sao Paulo industry. 
~ industries. In the last decade the industrial sector 
of sio Paulo has eKpanded not only. in size bu.t in variety. No 
longer are tbe only products produced locally the simple ones re-
quiring a miDimum of teChnological skill. New developments have 
broadened the industrial base of Sio Paulo and a major factor in 
• 
this development has been the establishment of branch plants in 
Sao Paulo by United States companies. The list of branch plants in 
Sio Paulo is long and includes almost every major United States manu-
facturing concern. 
In the plastic industry a subsidiary of the United States 
firm of Koppers Incorporated was planning the erection of a new 
500,000 dollar plant near the City of Sio Paulo which would produce 
53 about three million pounds of plastic annually. This would be 
nearly enough to meet present :Brazilian demand for plastic.. In a:n-
other part of the chemical in.dustry a new plant was being planned 
in Sio Paulo which would refine the tita.:ni'tml oxide which :Brazil has 
been shipping abroad in its raw form 'at low prices .. 54 -The plant 
will be able to supply the entire :Brazilian demand for this product 
which is used as a paint base. 
The Companhia Pauligta. de Lamin~ao s • .A.. expected to have 
ready ih 1951 a plant that would produce 1.500 tons of specially 
rolled steel shapes mobthly. 55 The company was importing the neces-
sary equipment from a German concern. Also in the field of metals, 
II 
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a plan was formulated during 1950 for the construction of a. plant 
in the City of S""'ao .Paulo which would eventually produce about three 
fourths of the present ~razilian dem8n9- for aluminum. 56 The fac-
tory will use-hydroelectric power in its operations. The develop-
ment of: a large aluminum industry might _well prove significant for 
Sao Paulo by providing an economical eubsti tute for iron and steel • 
the production of which ~11 continue to be very costly in Erazil. 
Aluminum ore. on the other hand, is found in large quanti ties in 
Brazil and, since hydroelectric power can be easily substituted for 
coal in the refining process. aluminum ~ be able to lend itself 
to many of the uses previously met by iron and steel¥ 
In the electrical a:pplf!l.llce industry, large new installations 
were in the process of construction during 1950. The development of 
this industry was being undertaken chiefly by foreign concerns with 
the General Electric Company constructing a new plant in the Santo 
Andre~ suburb of the capital. 57 The expehsion of facilities is esti-
mated to total twelve million dollars.58 The Westinghouse Electric 
Company of New York and the Westinghouse Electr.l c Brake and Signal 
Company Limited of London had both begun production in the state of 
a wide range of electrical goode.59 
The Ford Motor Company began construction of an automobile 
assembly line in the Ipiranga section of the capital with en initial 
investment of two hundred million cruzeiros, approximately ten mil-
lion dollars.
60 
The director of the undertaking estimated that the 
plant would have an annual capac! ty of thirty thousand units when 
completed and would purchase materials to be ·tJSed in the cars from 
260 different Siio Paulo firms. He also estimated that fifty per 
cent of the parts would be manufactured in s-ao Paulo. Plans for 
the production of trucks were also undenr~ w1 th the Fa.brica Nacional 
de Motores announcing that pr0duction would begin within two years 
on the first t~ks to be made entirely in ~raz11.61 
Squibb's is reported to be about to spend ten million dol':'" 
lars on new plant facilities and the Radio Corporation of America 
has been operating in Sio Paulo for some time and now contemplates 
making television sets. 62 
Some of the factors contributing to the selection of the 
Sio Paulo area for manufacturing purposes are the supply of labor 
centered in the area, the three railroad$ serv~ng the area. the 
lower costs of land for plants than in Bio de Janeiro and Sio Paulo's 
superiority to Bio de Janeiro in cargo handling facilities.SI Fo-
reign concerns at present p~ a twenty-seven per cent income tax on 
profits and dividends but an exemption h made when part of the re-
mittances are kept~in Brazil and used in expanding manufacturing 
facilities. 64· 
The total of United States ca.pi tal invested in manufacturing 
enterprises in the State of sio Paulo is not known but. with the 
new additions now under w~, the estimate could be placed at about 
three hundred million dollars.65 The foregoing descriptions of new 
industries in the state is by no means complete but they demonstrate 
the scope of some of the more important developments in the past few 
years. 
!I 
ORAPTER IV 
.IJ.IBANSPORTATION RESOURCES IN SX0 PAULO 
The State of Sao Paulo shows a greater development of trans-
portation faeil1 ties than e:cy other part of Latin America ll'1 th the 
exception of the Argentine Humid Pampa. In 1949 the state, with 
less than three per cent of the total Brazilian area, accounted for 
approximately twenty-one per cent of the total Brazilian railroad 
mileage66 and had over thirty-eight per cent of the trucks registered 
in the country-. 67 
The advantage of this area, holl'ever, is only- a comparative 
one and overland transportation problems continue to be one of the 
most serious obstacles to the growth of industrialization. In~ 
adequate extension of the facilities into the hinterland and high 
costs combine to limit the exchange of goods between the industrial 
centers and the interior of the state while these same two factors 
operate in greater measure to limit trade between Sio Paulo and the 
rest of Brazil. The consequent limitation of the size of the market 
for the production of sio Paulo ind.ustry ba.s obstructed industrial 
expandon especially among the numerous industries requiring mass pro ... 
duction methods and large marketu for efficient operation. 
AS wa.s the case in many parts of Latin America, the primary de-
velopments of transportation in the state were railroads. constructed 
for the purpose of supplying foreign markets with local raw materials. 
Sao Paulo has been, perhaps, more fortunate than most areas in that 
4?. 
these initial developments have coincided with some of the trans-
portation needs of the recent industrial period. The rise of cof-
fee was responsible fOx:.tthe construction of the state's major rail..,. 
way facilities including the first rail system. in 1867 • which 
scaled the steep sides of the Serra do Mar between Santos and Siio 
, Paulo and was later extended into the coffee regions. The City of 
Sio Paulo itself developed as a focus of transportation lines from 
the interior of the state and along these converging systems have 
grown the region"• major urban areas •. The expansion of the port 
facilities of Santos during the latter part of the nineteenth cen-
tury also received its impetus from the coffee boom. 
In the present chapter, the transportation media which are of 
the greatest importance to the industrial sector of the state will 
be treated individually_ but the interdependence of the different 
types of transportation must be borne in mind. Air transport, due to 
its present limited use for industrial purposeS.~ will not be treated. 
!!§ll transport. Railroad construction was of primary impor-
tance in the development of Sio Paulo industry. Until the construction 
recently of the Santos-Sio Paulo highwq • virtually all machinery and 
raw materials for the industries of the :.glanalto had been transported 
from Santos by rail. Extensions of rail facilities into the interior 
of the state have enabled the raw materials of the hinterland to flo~ 
into the industrial areas and have opened many of the smaller popula-
tion centers as markets for industrial manufactures. 
~I 
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way from the port of Santos to Sio Paulo and further to Jundia! 
about forty miles north~est of the capital.68 Construction of the 
line necessitated the scaling of the steep walls of. the Serra do 
Mar which had been until then a serious barrier to communication be-
tween the coastal area of the state and the interior. The sheerness 
of the ascent made necessary the use of stationary engines and cables 
to pull the trains over the steepest parts of the climb but the 
system has become the most prosperous of ~razilian railroads as well 
as the vital link between the industrial areas of the state and the 
outside world. In spite of its length of only about ninety miles 
it has been described as "a funnel draining the whole production of 
I
a vast area.n69 In 1946 the line was expropriated by the federal 
i! government and the name changed to the Estrada.s de Ferro Santos a 
t> 
d. Jund.ia.!. 70 The British owners were compensated with 6,638,805 pounds 
II 
! sterling which was the amount the line cost to build. 71 The line 
is now operated by the federal government and uses both steam and 
diesel engines~ The section of track between the capital city and 
Jundiai was in the process of being eleqtrified during 1949.72 
Connecting with the Estradas do Ferro Santos a Jundia!Jand 
proceeding into the interior of the state is th·e Companhia Pau.lista 
de Estrada.s de Ferro, the second largest system in the state and con-
sidered by many- to be the finest railroad in Brazil. The road ia 
privately owned and over 400 miles of its track has been electrified.73 
II 
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The largest system is the state administered Estradas de Ferro Sora-
cabana. This line operates almost 1400 miles of track of whi~h 
eighty-seven have been electrified.74 The second rail connection 
between the coastal plain and tl:e E,la.nalto has recently been con-
atructed by this line, using Santos and the C:lty of Sorocaba as its 
terminals. 
Other important railroads in the state include the privately 
operated Compahhia Mogiana de. Estradas de Ferre serving Cem:pina.s and 
the northwest section of the state and the Estradas de Ferro Central 
do Brasil uniting the City of Sio Paulo and Rio de Janeiro.75 Many 
smaller branch railroads Join the main lines·throughout the state. 
especially in the coffee and cotton producing regions. 
Of the 4,814 miles of track in Sao Paulo in 1948~ 2,231 miles 
were administered by private companies, 1.855 by the state govern-
II :nent, and 728 by the federal government .. 76 The largest privately 
'I I! 
I 
owned line, the Com:panhia. Paulista de Estradas de Ferro. is owned 
exclusively by Brazilians.?? 
The problems of the railroads are many and serious. Much of 
the rolling stock is overage and in poor condiUon due to financing 
difficulties during the depression and the impossibility of obtaining 
equipment frcm abroad during the war years. New equipnent has been 
ordered since the end of the war and improvement will probably con ... 
tinue to be made in this respect altho·ugh operating deficits on 
many lines in the post war years have tended to hinder this process. 
A more fundamental and ·~erious pro.lem of the railroads is 
1/ 
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the lack of standardization of track gauges. There are in operation 
in Brazil five different widths of railroad gauge.78 sio Paulo 
ra.ilroad.s use three of these gauges, 1.6 meter, 1.0 meter, and .60 
meter widths. 79 The expense and loss of time in the transfer of 
goods from cars operatlng on one gauge to those operating on another 
is one of the predominant reasons for the high transportation costs 
in the state and in Brazil as a whole. The Sorocaba~ railroad~ for 
instance, operates on a 1.0 meter gauge and makes contact with the 
Compa.nhia Paulista line and. the Santos a Jundiaf line, both o£ 1. 6 
meter gauge, at elght different points)~O This problem seems to 
have arisen due to a lack of coordination among the different com-
panies at the time of construction. It is also true that during the 
period when man7 of the systems were constructed ther were meant for 
one purpose, that of bringing coffee from the fazendas to sB0 Paulo 
and from SQo Paulo to Santos for export. 
It has been estimated for 1942 that the 1.0 meter aauge alone 
accounted for ninety per cent of the total trackage in Brazil while 
accounting for over seventy per cent of the rolling stock. 81 In si.o 
Paulo approximately eighty per cent of the total trackage is of the 
1.0 meter width. 82 All recent extensions of traCk have been of the 
1.0 meter gauge. It would sean logical to attempt the gradual stan ... 
dardization of all lines even though this process would probably en-
tail great expense and a certain amount of confusion. The problem 
is serious at present and will become increasingly difficult of solu-
tion as the state•s rail systems become more complex and interdependent. 
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~ transport. . Development of a system of roads came late 
to s""'a.o Paulo. The first highway of any importance. was built by 
'private initiative from Santos to Sio Paulo_ in 1919. 83 There was 
no significant activity in roadbuilding by the gov~rnment, however, 
until the administration of Doctor Washington Luiz Pereira de So~a 
as governor of the state and later as president of the_nation. Doc-
~~ tor Souza inaugurated a determined program of road construction and 
once proclaimed that "to govern is to open roads."84 
In 1940 Sio Paulo led all Brazilian states with a total of 
. 32,316 miles of road. 85 Most of these were unpaved,r however, and 
After the war. under the administration of Doctor Barros, the high-
way was revamped, giving it two wide paved lanes and shortening the 
distance between the two points.89 
Motor vehicle registration in the state is increasing at a 
rapid rate. The number of trucks tegistered increased from 43,836 in 
1948 to 52,857 by the middle of 1949.90 Many of these trucks are im-
portant as tlfeeders" for railroad lines aDil in man~ parts of the in-
il 
il 
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terior of the state the two systems of transportation are inter-
dependent. 
At the present rate of increase of motor traffic, road facili-
ties will have to be further expanded to provide for the increasing 
traffic~ In view of the fact that all' of the petroleum for these 
vehicles must be imported at the present time, thus creating a drain 
on the available supply of foreign exchange, the wisdom of increas-
ing the areafs dependeace on gasoline powered vehicles before there 
has been some exploittation of Jnoazilisn petroleum is questionable. 
\The situation is made even more precarious by the possibility of an 
11 international conflict ·which might seriously curtail the availability 
of imported petroleum. A committee of the Brazilian Congress, co~ 
menting on the proposed new developments of the Brazilian highway 
system has made the following points which are especially significant 
I in the case of sao Paulo: 
All [of the proposed highway projects J are clearly desirable 
and some are highly essential. But even if we had ample financial 
resources and powerful mechanical equipment to handle them, would 
there be enough workers in the country for the simultaneous re-
construction of the majority of our railroads, for meeting the 
needs of an intensified rural progr$.II1, and. also for opening up 
and constructing so many highways? ••• Before we have discovered 
our petroleum fields and before distilleries are put into oper~ 
tion so that we can purchase gasoline and oil with our national 
currency, would it be wise to open all the highways we desire 
and to pave the principal highways at a high cost? ••• While we 
seek to increase the flow of traffic on cetta.in railway tr""Q•nk 
lines, would it be aesira.ble to i~ose upon them the competition 
of wide and attractive highwaysl9l 
Water transpo.r!,. The rivers flowing through the State of sao 
Paulo have been of little use for transportation purposes. Small 
53. 
carriers are b'eing employed on some of the rivers of the plsnalto 
'I 
• but their use ha$ been restricted by the short distances for which 
most of the rivers are navigable. It has been suggested by one author 
that barges could be floated from Santos to the foot of the Serra do 
Mar, lifted by ropeway to the artificial lakes which have been formed 
on the sumadt by damming the rivers of the planalto, and floated to 
the City of Sio Paulo through a system of lakes and interconnecting 
.canals.92 There are, however, no plans at :present for a development 
of this kind. 
The :port of Santos bas been of :primary importance in the de-
i 
!velo:pment of the interior of the state.. Tbro"Ugh Santos have passed 
the imported machinery and raw materials which have built the indus ... 
[
trial sectors and the coffee and other :primary :products whose sale 
l provided foreign exchange for the purchase of the industrial goods. 
i: -
:Santos has by far the longest pier length and wharehouse space of any 
~razilian port .. 93 It is only rival led by Rio de Janeiro in the vol-
1 1pme of its trade. 94 It is the statels only important seaport although 
small amounts of coastwise trade pass through the small coastwise poJJts 
pf Sio Sebasti~. Ilha Bela~ Caraguatatuba, Ilha. Anchieta, and Ubatuba?5 
~heir importance. however. is infinitesimal in comparison with Santos. 
There bas been serious overcrowding of Brazilian port facilities 
ruring the recent foreign trade boom, and this has led to rising freight 
lates and high prices for imported goods. President Vargas, in Dec~ 
I 
er, 1951, enacted a law designed to improve port facilities in Brazil 
ith an initial appropriation of over 193 million dollara.96 The 
I( 
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The president announced at the time that freight rates to Santos 
I 
~ad been increased by as much as twenty per cent and that the 
prices of some staple commodities such as salt, sugar, and wheat 
had been increased as muCh as twenty-five per cent due to the 
market shortages created by the port congestion.97 
The Joint ~razilia.n ~United States TeChnical Commission 
~hich has studied the situation closely was instrumental in b~-
' ing the president's attention to the problems of transportation 
ifhich they named as the most immediate economic problem of BraziL 
~e commission apparently decided that the port situation held 
~riori ty in this respect but 1 t would appear that the water trans.-
portation problem, for Sio Paulo at least is a product of the ab-
P,ormal shipping boom and of a more transitory, though no less 
serious, nature than the problems confronting either rail or road 
~ransportation. 
i\ 
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i Future transportation develonment. The transportation situ-
, 
' ~tion has been the subject of many edi toria.ls in the weekly magazine 
1f the Sio Paulo Federation of Industries. In one such editorial 
he magazine declared: 
It is recognized that much of the continuing rise in the 
cost of living which is causing us such hardship is a result 
of the deficiencies of our transportation facilities •••• 
Also, hi~ freight rates are responsible in large part for 
the rising prices of many gpods. The solution7 therefore, 
of our present transportation problems will contribute 
greatly in easing the difficulties we are now experiencing.98 
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ij The transportation problem, however, is many sided and will 
ll 
1 be capable only of gradual solution.. A program for the more effici-
ent operation of the statets railroads w~ll aid in the solution but 
the industrial sector of s-ao Paulo will soon need a market for its 
products far greater than the State of Sio Paulo itself. Thus e. 
part of the problem lies with the country as a whole for only by 
bringing the isolated parts of Brazil together in an integrated 
national economy. will the needed markets be available., And onl7 
with these enlarged markets can Sio Paulo industry find it :practicable 
to adopt the mass production methods which would in turn help to 
diminish costs and prices. A ~owing interdependence of the indus-
trial and the primary producing areas of Sib Paulo and of Brazil as 
a whole is necessary to the achievement of any degree of economic 
stability. This interdependence can only be obtained by the develope 
ll ment of fast • dependable, and cheap transportation. 
Solution of transportation problems_ is also dependent in a 
I large measure on the future o~ Jh"azilian petroleum develo:pment. .le 
long as all petroleum must be imported the continued expansion of 
highway facilities and the increase of motor vehicle traffic would be 
likely to lead to a disastrous transportation crisis in the event of 
another world depression. With the increa$ing dependence on petroleum, 
a federal petroleum policy aimed at the rapid development of Brazilian 
reserves would seem to be definitely advisabli• 
CHAPTER V 
. POWER RESOURCES IN sXo PAULO 
By the end of the nineteenth century the State of sBo Paulo 
was provided with most of the physical bases upon which the r~pid 
industrialization of the state was shortly to develop. A relatively 
good transportation system had been constructed as an adjunct to the 
coffee industry; a large a.lXl industrious labor force was available 
through the waves of European immigration; and the temperate~­
alto, on which the major portion of the state was situated. provided 
an ideal climate. With the development, early in tbe century, of 
SD. adequate a.m. inexpensive source of industrial power, the area 
awaited only the combination of economic and political factors which 
were to arise later in the century to become the dynamic industrial 
force which is present d~ sao Paulo~ 
The source of industrial power has been, in very large part, 
the development of the hydroelectric potential of the state 1 s many 
rivers. Without this particular source of power, industrialization 
could have taken place only under an immense handicap for other 
sources of industrial power have been few and expensive~ Coal and 
petroleum are used e.xtensi vely for certain purposes but the natural 
supplies of these fuels within the state are, for practical purposes, 
nonexistent end the msts of securing th~ for industrial uses, from 
either foreign or Brazilian sources. would have drastically impeded 
large scale industrial! zation. Neither would the supply of the reo-
11 
•I 
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maining sour res of power, wood end charcoal, have been sufficient 
to support any degree of industrialization although its use bas 
been particularly significant in some sectors of industry. 
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In the present chapter the developmEnt of the several sources 
of industrial :power will be treated with a more detailed description 
of hydroelectric :power due to its primary importance to industry. 
gzdroelectric Po~er. Water :po~er is the source of almost all 
the electric energy produced in the state. In 1948 over 97 :per cent 
of the electric energy consumed i~ Sio Paulo was from hydroelectric 
sources.99 There were in 1948,49 thermoelectric :plants in various 
parts of the state but they were~ for the most part, small install&-
tions.lOO 
Approximately ninety per cent of the installed kilowatthours 
of electrical power in the state and ninety per cent of the fix~d 
capital are accounted for by two large organizations.101 These are 
the Sio Paulo Tramway, Light, end Power Company Limited. which serves 
the capital city and its environs and the Companhia Pauliste de For9a 
e Luz and Associated Companies Which supply power to a large part of 
~he interior. The former company is a subsidiary of the 13razil1an 
Traction, Light and Power Company Limited which is a Canadian corpora-
tion with investments in many se~tions of Braz11.102 The Comparihia 
Pauli sta de For9a e Luz is a subsidiary of the .American and Foreign 
Power Company Incorporated, a United States utility compa~ affiliated 
with the Electric Bond and Share Company of New York.l03 In 19EO , 
I 
\ 
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this company sold to the Brazilian public almost 800,000 shares 
of its stoCk at an aggregate value of almost eight million dollars.l04 
The first hydroelectric development in the state took place 
in 1900 with the construction of the Edgard de ~C>uza. pr9ject by the 
. S""'a.o Paulo Trarmr~:W, Light, and Power Company. The project is si tua.ted 
on the Tiet' River, approximately twenty miles from the capital city. 
Later overshadowed by larger developments, its capacity of one thous-
and ki low at thours made it, at the time of its construction, one of 
the largest developments of its kind in the world.l05 
Since the beginning of the century, the company has constructed 
several large installations, keeping pace wl th the rapidly expanding 
needs of the 01 ty of Sio Paulo end the region around the ca.pi tal city, 
and the coastal portion of the state. Important plants have been 
erected on tbe Sorocaba. River, about eighty miles from the capital, 
end a second installation has been built. on the Tiet' River, a few 
~les below the Edgard de Souza. project.l06 The growth in the use 
pf electric power in the 01 ty of Sao Paulo and its suburbs during the 
~ecent period of industrial expansion is shown in Table XI, on page 
With the exception of an eatergency steam plant in the capital 
two other ~hermal plants in the suburbs, the total represents 
1 ydro electric energy.l07 
By far the most important and interesting hydroelectric develop-
n ent in the state is the fam.ous Oubatao project using the precipi toua 
i lopes of the Serra. do Mar between sio Paulo 01 ty and Santos~ The 
p~oject is rated as the seventh largest in the world in developed 
e 
TABLE XI 
ELECTRICAL :ENERGY, MUN!C~P.AL!TY OF SAO PAULO 
1928-1948. 
Thousands of Kilowatthours 
Generating Plants Utilizationb 
year Total Highest Residential Industrial 
... __ Pr_o.9.Aotign __ JioUJ.'_ly _ _ _ -~ .. ~ ___ _ 
1928 438~000 88 52,000 261,000 
1930 478,000 90 62,000 327 ,ooo 
1935 753,000 139 95~000 507,000 
1940 1,146.000 220 159,000 771,000 
1945 1,913,000 343 366,000 1,176,000 
1948 2,797 aOOO 503 
4 
652 8 000 1,537 1000 
a Source: British Chamber of Commerce of Sao Paulo and 
Southern Brazil, ~~cts ahout the State ~Sao Paulo, P• 43. 
b The disp~ity between total production and the sums of 
the residential and industrial utilization totals for any given 
e 
year is not explained in the source. The disparity could possibly arise 
from the loss of power entailed in transmission or from a classification 
of uses including categories other than residential and industrial 
utilization. 
Ol 
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ca:paci ty and has a potential of over one million horsepower with 
only the Grand Coulee end Boulder Dam projects in the United States 
:I 
1 having greater potential capa.c1ty.l08 One writer has estimated per-
Ij haps over-optimistically that the project wi 11 eventually produce 
u-p to two million horsepower, making it the largest single project 
in the world. 109 
The plateau on which the major portion of the state is located, 
slopes gently downward in a wes-tel;"ly direction from its highest point 
at the SUII'Jihit of the .Serra do Mar in the east. l)u.e to this pecul-
iari ty of the land structure. the rl vers originating close to the At ... 
la.ntic on the rainy summit of the Serra do Mar, flow, for the most l 
' part, inland and then south where they merge in the Pard and Plata 
' 
Systems of Southern :Brazil. Uruguay, Paraguay, and Argent!~ Some 
of the streams originating in this area were dammed, beginning in 
.
1
1925, forming resevoirs close enough to the escarpment to be led. 
!through tunnels and canals to the 2,400 foot drop to sea level whiCh 
I supplied the force for the O·u.batao power plant. , The process, in 
reality, has reversed the flow of the rivers from west to east. 
When the project was first put into operation the necessary 
water was obtained through gravity only, but this method soon be-
came inadequate and water was lifted into the artificial lakes from 
lower watersheds by means of mammoth pumps.llO The two artificial 
lakes formed by damming and pumping are known as the Gua.rapiranga 
and Rio Grande Resevoirs. It is estimated that over thirty million 
dollars has already been spent on the project, but the benefits are 
II 
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not confined to the power su:pply. The damming of the streams and 
the regulating of the various watersheds in the vicinity of the 
project have decreased the effects of floods and made large areas 
available for development.lll 
Electric power in the interior of the state is suppl~ed 
chiefly by the Companhia Pa.ulista de FQrga e Luz and Associated 
Companies. The company furnishes electric service to approximately 
thirty-four per cent o£ the to tal area o£ the state and serves 
many of the important industrial centers of the interior such as 
Campinas, Ribeirio Preto, and Piracicaba. It has seventeen gener-
ating stations. all o£ them hydroelectric, which are interconnected 
into one system by means of transmission lihes.ll2 
siC Paulo led all Brazilian states in developed electric 
capac! ty with 744,000 installed kilowatts of a Brazilian to tal of 
1,625,335 at the end of 1948.113 Table XII, on page 62, shows the 
relative consumption of electric energy for power in some of th$ 
Brazilian state capitals during the first quarters of the years 
1949 through 1951. The hydroelectric resources of the state are 
by no means completely developed and, under normal circumstances. 
new installations can be expected to take place as the economy ex-
pands to require them. Between the years 1930 and 1948, Sic Paulo 
more than doubled its hydroelectric capacity• raising the total 
kilowatts from 331,164 to 724,608.114 
The prices of electric energy for industry in the Brazilian 
state capitals is seen in Table XIII, on page 62. The relative!~ 
i\ 
\ 
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TABLE XII 
PRIVATE CONSUMPTION OF ELECTRIC POWER 
BRAZILIAN STATE CAPITALS 
1949-195la 
State J'an. tlli'ough March In 1,000 K.W.H. 
Capital ! · 1949 1950 1951 
Rio de ~aneiro 60,323 67;395 79,486 
Sao Pauloc 174,189 195,543 ••••• 
Recifeb 6,796 5,048 7,479 
Salvadorb 1,482 1,853 2,172 
Porto Alegre 4,890 5,044 5,539 
Curitiba 2,510 2,976 3,335 
Vitoria 703 743 423 
Natal 173 167 196 
Niteroi 3,963 3,376 4,294 
Ma.ceio 335 259 281 
Manaus 507 445 357 
a Source: Institute Brakileiro de Geogratia e Estatis-
tica, BoletDu Estatistico, Ano IX' 34:61, April-~une, 1951. 
b Based on average of ~anuary and February. 
c Including the suburbs of Santo AndrE(, Sao Caetana, 
and Sao Bema do do Campo .. 
TABLE XIII 
COSTS OF INDUSTRIAL EIJ!lCTRIC ENERGY 
BRAZILIAN STATE C.APITALSa 
State 
Capital 
Rio de .Janeiro 
Sao Paulo 
Recif'e 
Salvador 
Porto Alegre 
Curitiba 
Vitoria 
Natal 
Niteroi 
Ma.ceio 
Mana us 
cruzeiros per 
kilowatthour 
0.173 
0.160 
0.416 
0.310 
0.616 
0.316 
0.246 
0.719 
0.209 
0.557 
0.700 
a Source: Raymundo Pereira Brazil, Sao Paulo -
/ -Forpa Econ6mica, p. 107, citing a publication of the 
American Chamber of Commerce of Sao Paulo. 
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low coat of electricity in SQo Paulo has not only provided a 
great incentive to industrialization, but has also made feasible 
the electrification of many railroad lines. In 1948 there were 
five railroads with a total of 950 kilometers of electrified line.
115 
Other lines are expected to undertake electrification as soon as 
possible. 
There have been, however, some problems and difficulties 
regarding the supply of ~ectric energy. The initial investment 
in hydroelectric developments is great and the capital for these 
ventures has come chiefly from foreign sources. As industry in 
the area has developed, more power facilities have become neces-
sary but there seems to have been, in the past few years, some 
hesitation on the part of the foreign power companies to invest 
in further large projects. This situa:tion made it necessary for 
the federal government to ration the use of electric energy in 
sao Paulo during the first part of 1950.116 The measure carne as 
a surprise to_ a state long proud of its supposedly inexhaustable 
su:pply of hydroelectric power. An editorial in the publication 
of the Bao Paulo Fede~&tion of Industries agreed. ld. th the federal 
g;overnment that the shortage of power warranted. rationing but con-
tended that the basic problem wae one of the gpvernment not giving 
sufficient incentive to the foreign power companies to invest.ll? 
The problem of insufficient power, however. '190u.ld not seem to be 
an unsolvable one. Further investment cen be attracted from abroad 
by certain changes in federal policy regarding foreign investment 
• 
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in the hydroelectric field and Sao Paulo 
~sh some of the necessary capital. 
I 
1 tself ms.y be able to fur-
One of the chief reasons for the predominance of foreigP. 
~apital in the statets hydroelectric developments has been.the 
pigher prevailing rates of interest in :Brazil ~han in the more high-
y developed areas of North .America and Europe.ll8 The prevailing 
~ate of interest in Bra~il for investment in power projects is ap-
troximately fifteen per cent While capitalists in the United States, 
ngland, Canada. and France are willing to invest in the projects 
1or returns of from four to six per cent.ll9 
Petroleum products. While water power has supplied the 
~ enerating force for Sio Paulo industry., the use of petroleum has 
~ lso been growing rapidly. :Brazil., according to mpst experts, has 
arge petroleum d.eposits within her borders but they are, as yet, 
t ndeveloped. All petroleum used in Sao Paulo must be imported. 
clreating a continuous drain on the supply of foreign exchange. With-
i~ industrial circles there is also apprehension that a new inter-
n!l.tional conflict would interrupt the supply of petroleum from abroad, 
c~udng chaos in industrial areas like sio P~mlo., 
To alleviate a part of the petroleum problem. the :Brazilian 
g ~vernment. in 1950, purchased twenty-one tankers. These ships, 1 t 
w~s hoped. would reduce materially the one hundred million cruzeiros 
p 11-id each year for transportation of the product.l20 The federal 
g vernment was also in the process, in 1950,. of constructing a :plant 
at Santos for refining crude oil and thereby reducing the amount 
1iof foreign exchange needed to purchase the product.l21 
There has also been some activity in developing Brazilian 
sources of petroleum. Of some importance are the deposits of 
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. bituminous schist, located in the Para.!be. Valley between the states 
of .Sio Paulo e.nd llio de Janeiro, which are being exploited on an 
experimental scale.l22 These deposits are shale rock formations 
containing deposits of petroleum. It has been estimated that the 
supply 1ftluld satisfy the needs of the City of Sio Paulo for more 
than two hundred years with petroil;e\llll and by-products such as gas, 
pare,ffin, herosene and paving materia.l.la3 The process of ex-
traction, ho"ever. has proven to be a costly one and, unless the 
fear of an international crisis becomes strong enough to force the 
development of this uneconomic source, the area will not become e. 
major supplier of petroleum. 
Development of other petroleum so•xrces, located for the most 
pe.rt in the North, has been retarded by a federal policy refusing 
foreign companies freedom in exploration or exploitation.· The govern-
ment itself has attempted this development but progress has been 
generally slow and erratic. There has been. up to 1949, a total 
Brazilian prodnction of little more than one million barrels of 
petroleum. 1Z4 This is less th8ll the imports of the product through 
the port of Santos in the year 1949 alone.l25 
Transportation costs from the :petroleum areas in the North 
would also present a problem in a:t:J.y u.1 tima.te development of the 
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reserve•. At present rates~ transportation from this source 
would undoubtedly Diake the cost of :Brazilian :petroleum much 
g,Tea.ter than that of the imported :product. Transportation routes 
from the petroleum areas to the coast or to the :Brazilian in-
dustrlal centers would require much development before any econo-
'
1 mic exploitation of the reserves would be feasible., 
Coal. .Although the industrial importance of coal in S8.o 
Paulo is far less than that of hydroelectric power, there are 
many needs for which there is, a.s yet~ no substi1tute for coal,; 
One of the most important uses of the product is in the steel in-
dustry as a Chemical agent in the refining process as well as for 
; firing. The railroads are also important users of the product 
in spite of a trend, where feasible, to electrification.. There 
are also· some industries where coal is still used for industrial 
I power but these account for a minor part of the total. 
'I Within the borders of the state. deposits of coal are practi-
cally nonexiStent and supplies of the product must be obtained 
either from Era.zilia.n or foreign sources. The chief Brazilie.n coal 
. deposits are in the states of Rio Grande do Sul and Santa Catarina, 
both in the southern part of the country, which have produced, since 
1937, well over ninety per cent of ~razilian coal.l26 Imports of 
coal from abroad have come Chiefly from the United States since 
the end of the recent w~rld conflict.l27 
In its attempts to provide a greater measure of self-suf~ 
ficiency for the economy. the federal government has tried to 
I. 
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stimulate the development of the Rio Grande do Sul and Santa 
Catarina mines by forcing all industria.! consumers of coal __ to 
use a certain percentage of the national product._ These attempts 
have not been altogether successful. with many industrialists 
complaining of the high cost and low quality of the national 
product.128 
The quality of the Brazilian coal IIIJI.Y be improved by the 
installation of new methods of washing out the impurities but 
the chief difficulty of the coal industry in Brazil seems to lie 
in the high cost of transportation of the product from the mines 
to the consuming centers. The cost of tre.nsportati on from the 
mines of Southern Brazil to the port of Santos is greater than 
the cost of mining the coa1.129 Transportation of the national 
product to the State of Sio Paulo is by water. except for the 
distance from the mines to the ports of the producing areas. 
The comparative rail costs would be even higher than those of 
the water route. 
There would seem to be little possibility of a low cost 
development of this Brazilian resource in the near future due to 
the combined factors of low quality and high transportation costs. 
The impetus in Brazil towards the development of national coal 
seems to derive from the general orientation of industry and 
government toward economic self~ufficiency in the presence of 
the threat of a new international crisis and the consequent in~ 
terference with the usual supply of imports. 
II 
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Wood and charcoal. In the Report of the Joint Brazilian-
--
United States Technical Commission it was noted that wood and 
charcoal still accounted for over eighty-four per cent of Brazil's 
energy sourcee.l30 In Sio Peulo, the use of this source of power 
is insignificant in the industrial plants of the major cities 
but it is still an important item in some of the smaller indus-
trial establishments of the interior. Wood is also one of the 
most important sources of fuel for the railroads of the state. 
The supply of wood is being rapidly depleted in the state 
with a ratio of only one tr&e being planted for each five trees 
cut down. 131 The long range improvidence of this policy becomes 
evident as the sources of wood recede further from the consuming 
centers and its use becomes increasingly uneconomic2 
Problems 2f future develoEffient. It is obvious that the 
best prospects for the further development of industrial energy 
in the state lie in the continued utilization of its virtually 
unlimited water power resources. The obstacles to this develop-
ment seem to be, for the most part, concerned with the availability 
of sufficient capital. As in the past, the chief source of this 
capital will probably continue to be foreign. The large initial 
investments required may be obtained at lower rates of interest 
outside Brazil but, in order to attract these investments~ it 
will be necessary for the federal government to modify its present 
laws regarding rates of return, remittances of profits e.nd taxation 
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of earnings. 
With a sufficient and inexpensive supply of hydroelectric 
power it will be possible to undertake further railroad electri-
fication, thereby avoiding the use of ei.~er expensive coal or 
inefficient wood. There is also the possibility of a large alu-
minum industry in the state using hydroelectric power and re-
placing, for many uses. iron snd steel products. With electric 
power and large potential sources of aluminum ore, the industry 
in the state is potentially an economic one while the iron and 
steel industry in .sio Paulo,. end in Braz;l in general. will prob-
ably continue to be relatively inefficient. 
The most critical aspect of the sio Paulo and Brazilian 
power situation is that of petroleum. In spite of the fact that 
geologists have estimated Bradlian petrole'Um reserves to be ex-
tensive, practically all of the petroleum used in s-9:0 Paulo and 
in the rest of Brazil is imported from abroad. Production thus 
far has been confined to an infinitesimal part of consumption. 
If, as Sao Paulots industrialists fear, imports of this product 
are curtailed by another international conflict the effect on the 
industrial sector would be disastrous. 
Petroleum imports through Santos have tended to increase 
in recent years and will undoubtedly become greater in view of 
the development of the state's road system. There seems to be 
no alternative to the continued dependence of Sio Paulo on pet-
roleum. Unleas Brazilian sources are developed, petroleum. will 
u 
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continue to come from outside the country with the consequent 
drain on foreign exchange and the danger of a cessation of the 
supply. Development of Erazilian sources would require a solu-
tion of the transportation problem and either a change in fede~ 
al policy toward foreign participation or a much larger Brazilian 
financed development than has heretofore been put into effect~ 
Regarding the use of coal in Sio Paulo. the best policy 
would se~ to be one of lessening the dependence on this item 
by converting~ insofar as possible, to hydroelectric energy. 
There will remain,. however. many needs for coal, especially in 
the basic iron and steel industry, which must come from the mines 
of Southern Erazil· or from abroad., Under present conditions, the 
importation of foreign coal is the more economic alternative. 
The uncertainty of the international situation, however~ neces-
ai tates further progress in the development of the Erazili!m pro-.-
duct, The:r·federal policy of requiring industrial consumers to 
use a percentage of Brazilian coal has put the burden of the de-
velopment on the industrial users of the product. Dissatisfaction 
with the present policy may lead to direct government subsidi.za-
tion of the coal industr.y or even to federal ownership. 
The use of wood and Charcoal can probably be minimized as 
hydroelectric power is made available more extensively throughout 
the state. It would be difficult to limit the use of these fuels 
in the interior sections of the state but a more strenuous pro-
gram of reforestation should be adopted to prevent the rapid de-
,, 
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pletion which ha.s been taking place.. 
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CHAPTER VI 
SOCIAL FACTORS IN THE INDUSTRIALIZATION OF sXo PAULO 
l. DEMOGRAPHIC ~BENDS 
The growth of industry has inevitably produced an increase 
in urban population in the State of Sio Paulo. In 1940 there 
were only 87 cities 8lld towns with a population of five thousand 
or over; 132 in 1950 there were 121 such cities and towns.l33 
In the sixteen years between 1934 and 1950 the population of the 
Municipality of .Sio Paulo alone increased from 1. 060,120 to 
134 2,041,120. While this can be considered a normal tendencyy 
it has created special problems with respect to the balance of 
urban and rural population in the state and to agricultural pro-
duct ion. 
In 1938, Preston James, writing on the shift of popula-
tion in the state, noted a gradual depopulation of the rural 
areas o'f the central section and a rapid increase of the urban. 
industrial a.reas.l35 He also commented on the weak attachment 
of the rural population to the land and predicted a westward 
shift in the agricultural centers of the state as the rapid ex~ 
ploitation of the land and destructive methods depleted the fer~ 
tility of the central portion of the state.l36 
In contrast with the early industrialization of the United 
States where industrial expansion lf'as accompanied by a rapidly 
increasing population. both urban and rural, _and a general ex-
pansion of the western frontiers, Sio Paulors industrialization 
has been accompanied by no significant increase of the rural 
population but by a shifting frontier as the rural population 
moves from the "older" sections to those of greater fertility. 
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In this process a loss of population occurs in areas of decreas~ 
ing productivity e.nd agricultural production is not maintained 
at a level with urban expansion. Explanations of this phenomenon 
can be found in the orientation of .Brazilian landowners toward 
agriculture as a source of rapid profits involving destructive 
exploitation of the land. The low standards of living of ru.ra.l 
workers end the lack of opportunity for the large majority of 
these wot.kers to own land have combined to make for little at-
ta.cbm.ent to the land as a permanent productive agent. The normal 
attraction of the city with its expanding industrial development 
and employment opportunities is thus multiplied., 
On the growth of ind11strialization, Professor James com-
mentedt 
Never~ perhaps. have industries been planted in a stranger 
economic environment. In the long history of the rise of "great 
ci ties 11 out of a rural !:letting the contrast between urban and 
industrial areas has perhaps nowhere been more striking or more 
difficult to reconcile.. We have in .Brazil, and especially in 
Sao Paulo State, the impact of two violently opposed w~s of 
living6 A similar impact in the United States. involving two 
areas geographically separated, produced the Civil War.. In 
.Brazil urban industries and plantations are intimately associ-
ated geographically. The outcome of these changes is diffi-
cult to predict. 137 
1\ 
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Writing before the tremendous increase of the state's industrial 
ca:paci ties, Professor James considered industrializa.tion in the 
area to be, Ufar in excess of the capacities of the a.vailable 
markets." and took a. generally pessimistic view of the prospects 
of further industrialization~138 
While. contrary to Professor James• expectations. the 
state's industrial facilities are still being expanded. seeming-
1~ without limit, the population trends noted by him in 1938 
have been intensified during the past decade and the dangers in-
herent in them luw.ed:nciteased. Using 1950 census data the Sub-
division of Rural :Economy of the SM Paulo Secretariat of .Agri-
culture compared the population figures of the rural and urban 
sectors of the state in 1934 and 1950. Table XIV, on page 75 9 
shows the results of this computation. While the total of the 
rural population of the state increased by only about ten per 
cent, urban population increased by 106 per cent.l33 1 The popu-
lation of the City of sao Paulo increased during this period by 
approximate!~ ninet~-three per cent.l40 
Professor James' observations on the movement of popula ... 
tion from the rural sectors of the central section of the state 
to the ~newer" regions of the western frontier have also been 
borne out. Sectors showing marked decline of population are. 
without. exception. in the central sector o£ the state while those 
rural. areas of the state showing population increases are, for 
the most part. located in the western sectors. Immigration in 
e 
TABLE XIV 
POPULATION OF· AGRICULTURAL SEOTORS, 
STATE OF SAO PAULO, 
1934 and 1950a 
1934 
e 
1950 
Sectors Urban Rural Total Urban Rural Total 
Arapatuba 29,173 148,348 177,521 94,885 293,158 388,043 
Araraquara 80,347 285,887 366,234 112,698 192,816 305,514 
Avare( 60,520 288,359 348~879 104,689 235,844 340,533 
Bauru 60,143 264,078 324s221 120,550 225,974 346,524 
Bebedouro 61,380 244,614 305,994 89,992 192,768 282,760 
Oampinas 170,488 339,146 509,634 257,497 275,630 · 533,127 
Itapetininga 44,957 169,902 214,859 73,244 198,994 27?s238 
Jau 44,257 136,875 181,132 49,540 108,135 157,675 
Mar!1ia 25,092 117,085 142,177 134,049 381,618 515,6677 
Piracicaba 82,393 20lt455 283,848 161,605 167,678 329,283 
Pirassununga 82,071 246,704 328,775 121,770 219,876 341,646 
Pres. Prudente 26,567 189,792 216,359 109,816 387,523 497,339 
Ribeirao Prato 118,173 358,585 474,758 181,530 311,986 493,516 
S.J. Rio Prete 62,854 353,464 416,318 150,157 456,251 596,408 
Sao Paulo 1,174,199 555,130 1,729 1 329 2,665,910 685,300 3,351,210 
Taubate 124,441 288,848 413,289 214,150 ·276,977 '491,127 
Totals 2,245,055 4,188.272 6,433,327 4,632,082 4,610,528 9,242,610 
a. Source: Subdi visao de Economia Rural, "Populapao Rural e Produ_pao 
Agricola do Estado de Sao Paulo," A Agricultura ~~Paulo, 3:1, July, 
1951. The Sao Paulo State Secretariat of Agriculture has divided the state 
into sixteen sectors, each named after the municipality designated as the 
center of the sector. 
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the periods immediately preceed.ing and following World War ~o, 
while not significant to the country al!i a whole, has also con.--
, 
tributed to the relative increase in the urban population. Few 
European izrnr..igra.nts have been able to adapt themselves to the 
low standards of living of the rural population and, since their 
motive in emigrating has been primarily to better themselves 
economically, they have remained in the urban areas.l4.1. 
Although there has been a large migration of wo~ers from 
other parts of Brazil, the influx of rural worlcers of the state 
itself into the cities has been the predominant factor in the 
increasing population of the urban areas.l42 With this impor-
tant dislocation of the state•s population taking place and with 
a large relative increase of urban over rural population, there 
has not been a corresponding increase in the production per agri ... 
cultural worker which would be necessary to maintain the same per 
capita supply of agricultural commodities. Between 1934 and 1950. 
production of fifteen principal products, including staple food 
items, per rural worker has fluctuated between ninety-three one 
hundreths of a ton and one and one half tons rl th no significant 
143 tendency to increase. Taking into consideration the relative 
growth of the urban population, this has meant a smaller per capita 
production of agricultural commodities in the state a.lthough the 
picture :may be counterbalanced somewhat by the growth of grazing 
industries on some of the older lands of the central area.l44 
Livestock production, however, cannot compensate for more than a 
II 
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small part of the deficit. 
The State of Sic Paulo Secretariat of .Agriculture in an 
analysis of the problem sqs: 
Therefore, it can be seen that ••• the growth of the cities 
entails either a progressive rise in the cost of living and 
even a crisis in the food supply or the necessity of in-
creasing the productivity of the Jmral worker. an objective, 
up to now, only accomplishable with the ai!d of imported 
machinery and fuels o g5 
Industrialization in S8a Paulo, if it is to acquire a 
permanent and stable foundation, must depend on the rural areas 
of the state as a major source of food and of certain raw ms,... 
terials~ In addition, due to the limitations on interstate traf-
fic imposed by the high costs of transportation, rural Sio Paulo 
must absorb a considerable portion of the staters industrial pro-
ducts~ The e:xpanded production of recent years seems to have 
been absorbed largely through the displacement of foreign manu-
factures by means of import restrictions imposed by the exigencies 
of the Second World War and later by the system of import permits 
known as licenea previa. There has been, except for a temporary 
period of overproduction in the immediate postwar years, a general 
equilibrium between the expanding production and the existing mar-
ket for these goods but the balance would seem to be a temporary, 
a.nd even a precarious one. 
The solution of these problems would seem to entail the 
prompt development of the overland transportation system of the 
state as well as the employment of scientific techniqUes and 
mechani~atiop in the agricultural sectors. Perhaps a more bade 
II 
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problem involved is the prevalent orgf:!Jlization of agricultural 
, holdings in the state with the greatest part of the cultivated 
area being worked by tenant farmers or wage laborers with low 
standards of living and little incentive to increase production 
or even to continue as agriculturists in the face of the apparent... 
ly higher living standards of urban labor. 
II. URBAN PLANNING 
With the rapid growth of industrialization and urbaniaa.t~on 
in the State of .S"ao Paulo there ha.s developed an increasing bur-
den on the fe.cili ties of the urban areas. Housing., transportation., 
sanitation, and recreation facilities have all been overtaxed and 
the contin~'ilg population increase makes for a problem of ever in-
, . 
creasing complex! ty. Due to its phenomenal growth in recent de-
cades, the probl~ is most serious in the City of Sio Paulo it-
self., 
Taking cognizance of the seriousness of the problems, the 
M~or and City Council of Sao Paulo, in 1949, asked Nelson Rockefel-
ler, as head of the Internations.l Basic Economy Corporation and the 
organization1 s Technical Services Corporation, to make a study of 
the city's more immediate public service requirements. The cor-
porations in turn engaged as consultants a group of United States 
experts under the leadership of Robert .Moses, noted municipal plan-
ning authority. In November, 1950, this commission published its 
findings and conclusions in a report to the ci ty-"s authorities .. 
~ to a lack of the necessary funds for the undertaking of all 
desirable improvements, the commission limited its recommenda-
tions to those aspects of the :problem requiring most immediate 
sol uti on. 146 
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Public transportation. Regarding the system of mass trans ... 
portation, one of the city•s most pressing needs, the commission 
recognized that final solution to the probl~ would entail the 
construction of a radial subw~ system extending into the suburbs. 
Thi 8 development~ however, was considered beyond the financial 
means of the city at the time and a temporary alternative was sug ... 
gested: the purchase of five hundred large Diesel-powered buse~~. 
These busarfh would be fabricated abroad and assembled in Sio Paulo 
which would enable their :purchase at less cost and give employment 
in their assembly to :Brazilians who could later be used advantageous ... 
ly for the maintenance of the equipment. 
The problems of transportation within the city were becoming 
1/ progressively more serious. Workers in the business center of the 
city often waited as much as one hour each~ for transportation 
to their homes.l47 Vehicles of every description were being pressed 
into service to accommodate the growing numbers of commuters. The 
new buses would replace some of the smaller buses and trolley cars 
on express runs from the center of the city to the ~jor residential 
areas, while the older vehicles would be used on shorter rout ell ex;.... 
tending from these residential areas. In the centers of tbe city it 
II 
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was recommended that loading areas be streamlined enabling the 
loading of more than one vehicle at a time and inetituting a 
turnstile system. The new buses would also be used on routes 
that would be planned to link the different suburbs of the city, 
extending around and through the crowded central areaa ~e re-
arrangement of routos would be coordinated with the proposed ~ 
terial highwq system and also with the probable routes of any 
future rapid transit or subway system .. 
Th~ recommended program, including the five hundred buses, 
a vehicle repair shop and loading areas in the central :part of 
the city, would coat approximately 10~700~000 dollars. In order 
to put the system on e. sound basis, the whole fare system would 
ha-v-e to be revised upward.. :Borrowing of the necessary sums would 
also be facilitated by the increased revenues. 
Traffic problems. While not as serious as in North .Am-
erican cities, the traffic and highway problems in sQo Paulo 
would undoubtedly increase and the major concern of the commission 
was to plan and regulate the growth of the c1 ty so as to enabl·e 
the most practical extension of facilities when the situation 
comes to require it. Recommendations were made that the city 
regulate new construction so as to provide of:fstreet parking space 
in the business center and it was also proposed that the routes 
of express highways or boulevards through the center of the city 
be planned immediately so that their eventual construction would 
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be made less ex:pensi ve by the regulation of new building along 
these routes. 
One of the more immediate traffic problems had arisen by 
the use of street areas in the crowded central portion for in-
discriminate parking and tru.ck loading. The problem would be-
come increasingly serious with the growing number of vehicles in 
operation and the commission advised the installation of parking 
meters and the construction of offstreet parking facilities .. 
The use of traffic lights at the more crowded intersections was 
also advised.. 
bother of the more urgent traffic problems was the ex ... 
tension of the three state constructed highw~s. from Santos. 
Rio de Janeiro and the interior of the state. through the heart 
of the city.. .A.t the time of the report the highways ended a.t 
the city limits leaving the inadequate city streets to absorb 
the highwaysl heavy traffic. Extension of the three highways, 
according to the recommendations of the commission* should be un~ 
dertaken by the state and federal governments and financed by the 
institution of toll charges for the use of all three highways. 
~reclamation ~floo~ ~evention. A further aspect 
o£ Sio Panlo~'s problems was concerned with the two streams, the 
Rio Pinheiros Canal and the Tiet~ liiver, which border the city 
on the west and north respectively. The city has been progressing 
with a plan for the reclamation of the adjacent areas by the 
straightening and deepening of the streams and the protection 
of the adjacent lands from flood waters by constructing embank-
ments along their sides. The program has been carried out thus 
far by the municipal author! ties. The commission recommended · 
that the program be hastened and that, in the case of the Bio 
Pinheiros Canal, a Canal Development Corporation be organized 
jointly by the City of sAo Paulo and the sic Paulo Tramway, 
Light, and Power Company which had originally built the canal 
in connection with its Serra do Mar hydroelectric project. 
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Sewage disposal. In coordination with the land reclama-
tion plans for the Bio Pinbeiros Can41 and the Tiete' Biver, the 
commission strongly advised the elimination of the flow of the 
ci tyrs untreated sewage into these two streams. The resulting 
pollution of the waters has given the streams and their adje~ent 
areas a strong stench and would preclude the development of the 
areas for residential, industrial or recreational uses. At present, 
all sewage from s""'so Paulo flows into one of the two streams and 
none is treated except by a small experimental plant in the 
Ipiranga section of the city. The proposed program of sewage treat-
ment plants and pipe lines for the city would cost approximately 
fiftywfive million dollars and would be financed by the collection, 
by the municipality, of sewerage taxes which would be pledged to 
support a bond issue. 
Water supplz. The city of Sao Paulo has been fortunate in 
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respect to ita water supply. Areas of high rainfall are located 
close to the city on the summit of the Serra. do Mar9 A state 
directed. program for the continuous development of these re-
sources as the cityts population increases involves the expen-
d! ture of a sum equivalent to fifty ... eight millioil. dollars in 
the next fifteen years. The commission advised that the fina.nc ... 
ing of the program. like that of the sewage disposal program~ 
should be solved by the collection of water taxes which would 
be pledged to support a bond issue. 
The waters now used for drinking in the city is of gener-
ally good quality but., due to an 'Unusually high color., occasional 
turbidity and bacterial poll-u.tion., practically all supplies are 
chlorinated and filtered. There are certain sections of the city 
still obtaining their water supplies from wells and the commis~ 
sion recommended that these areas be provided with public water 
as soon as possible., In this way there would be accomplished a 
further reduction in diseases caused by polluted water. 
Iecreation~ The commission found that sao Paulots inad-
equate recreation areas were being rapidly consumed by new con-
struction and advised that new areas be set aside for recreation-
al uses. Areas to be reclaimed along the Tiete River and.the 
Bio Pinheiros Canal were recommended for the construction of pub-
lic playground and park facilities. The further construction of 
twenty playgro-unds adj~cent to existing schools was estimated 
to cost 1,400,000 dollars and would be financed from taxes col~ 
lected to support the public school system. 
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Housing. Housing conditions were considered by the com-
mission to be reasonably satisfactory despite the influx of wor-
kers into the city. Substandard dwellings were found in different 
parts of the city but there were no large sections of slums or 
squatters colonies~ The commi~sion made no specific recommend~ 
tions concerning housing except to advise that tight zoning and 
building restrictions be put into effect to prevent the future 
development of slum areas. 
The commission was concerned by the lack of autonomy en-
joyed by the municipality since the city is completely under the 
control of the state with the mayor appointed by the governor. 
MM.y responsibilities which are the function of the municipality 
in the United States are taken over by the state under :Sradlian 
laws. The commission felt that some of the statef·s functions 
should be put into the hends of the municipal! ty for more efficient 
operation but rec·ognized that special circumstances and conditions 
had surrounded the development of government in the area and was 
not insbtent the.t the changes be made., 
Although full implementation of the .commissionfs recom-
mendations is problematical. the significance of the study lies 
in the fact that·this, the largest and.most important city of the 
state, has come to the realization that effective municipal pl~ 
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ning is a prerequisite to further urbanization. In all probabil-
ity similar studies will be made of more of the statet·s growing 
industrial areas in the near future• 
III. INDUSTRIAL LABOR- ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL CONDITIONS 
In a country of generally low standards of living for its 
working population, the industrial laborer in s'io Paulo is rela ..... 
tively prosperous. Average wages are somewhat higher than those 
of other Brazilian industrial areas and the opportunities for ad-
vancement have been increased by the expanding character of the 
industrial sector·together with the extension of educational facil-
ities. The position of the ~ Paulo laborer. however, is low in 
comparison with that of the worker in the United States. 
Standards ..Q[livin.g. The::average wage of a worker in the 
City of sao Paulo during 1951 was only 1400 cruzeiros per month or 
approximately seventy-five dollars at the official rate of e~ 
change. 148 Prices in si.o Paulo and in the large urban centers in 
the United States are roughly comparable with the exception of 
rents which are much lower in Sio Paulo and manufactured articles 
which are generally higher. 
There is evidence that the rise in wage rates of Sao Paulo 
workers during at least part of the :postwar period has mor~ than 
kept pace wi.th the inflationary trend that has raised the cost of 
living for working class families in the Municipa.li ty of Sio Paulo 
II 
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by approximately eighty_per cent between 1944 and 1949.149 During 
this period, according to the Social Security Agency for Industrial 
Workers ( Insti tuto ~ A:nosentadoria !. Pens'O'es dos IndustriWos), 
wages in the Municipality of Sio Paulo rose over 138 per cent.l50 
Of major importance in the inflationary process has been the rise 
in food prices by over three hundred per cent since 1939 while 
rents, due to the stringent controls. have increased less than 
fifty per cent.l51 
An interesting comparison of Sio Paulo living standards 
with those of other part• of Brazil is afforded in a study made 
by the Insti tuto ··rde A:posentadoria !t Pensoes doe Industrihios of 
the average lengths of time required for a worker to earn the 
money with which to purchase specific quantities of staple com-
modi ties. The results of this study are presented in Table XV, 
II on page 88. For the purchase of the specified quantities of the 
given staple food items the average worker in Sio Paulo must work 
five hours and forty-one munutes while his counterpart in Recife, 
a city of over five hundred thousand and the largest industrial 
center of Northeast Brazil, must work over nine hours to purchase 
the same items. An unskilled laborer in one of the larger urban 
areas of the United States would probably hAve to work somewhat 
over two hours in order to purchase the specified quantities of 
the 1 tems. 
Labor organization_. A large part of the state ts industrial 
e e 
rnw,EX.V 
WORKING TJME NECESSARY FOR TEE ACQ,UISITION OF CERTAIN 
STAPLE FOOD ITEMS JJ:f BRAZILIAN STATE CAPITALS, 
1900 
.... ~-
Beef Milk Eggs Bread 
Capital Kilo Liter Dozen Kilo 
Cities Hours Min. Hours Min, Hours lVIin. Hours Min • 
.Aracaju 5 44 a 24 3 44 4 40 
Bel em 3 13 1 37 7 34 3 1 
Bela Horizonte 2 17 
-
34 2 34 1 32 
Cuiaba 1 47 1 41 4 2 3 22 
Curitiba 2 7 - 47 2 7 1 54 
Distrito Federal 1 55 
-
38 2 46 1 11 
/ Florianopo1is. 2 38 1 10 3 29 2 54 
Fortaleza 3 47 1 26 3 2 2 16 
Goiania 2 17 
-
49 2 17 3 16 
J"oao Pessoa 3 13 1 22 3 52 3 13 
Maceio 4 16 1 17 5 7 4 5 
Mana us 3 53 1 44 5 35 2 55 
Natal 5 2 1 31 3 1 3 47 
Niteroi 2 13 
-
45 3 17 1 29 
Porto .Alegre 1 39 
-
37 1 52 1 18 
Recife 2 20 1 7 3 13 2 22 
Salvador 2 50 1 35 3 32 2 7 
Sao Luiz 3 9 2 10 6 17 3 4 
Sao Paulo 1 26 
-
38 2 46 
-
59 
Teresina 4 5 2 2 3 4 5 6 
Vitoria 2 7 
-
53 3 32 2 7 
Capital City Averageb 2 51 1 11 3 39 2 42 
a Source: Relatorio do Instituto de Aposentadoria ~ Pensoes 
dos Industriarios, 1950, cited by Centro e Federapao das Industrias 
do Estado de Sao Paulo, Bo1etim Infor.mativo, 86:22, May 28, 1951. co 00 
.. 
b Average supplied by the writer. 
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labor force is associated with one of the ~ny labor syndicates 
and the federal government encouragel':l the growth of~ these or-
ganizations by various means.l52 This encouragement, however, 
has not given rise to an independent labor movement due to govern-
ment regulation and control of the activities of the syndicates. 
In his 1947 speech to congress, President Dutra announced that 
the federal government had 11 intervenedlf in 143 labor syndicates 
out of a total of 944 "to eliminate e1tremist elements.d53 
Government intervention has undoubtedly been intended to curb 
communist and snarch~eyndicalist sympathies among the workers 
and especially among their leaders but it hs.s also effectively 
retarded the development of a democratic labor moTement. 
Social services. The welfare of the industrial laborer 
bas not been neglected by either government or management. A 
variety of extensive :programs have been proposed and many have 
been put into operation. These include the Social Security Agency 
for Industrial Workers (Institute ~A~osentadoria ~Peneoes ~ 
Industrilrios); the Social Service for Industrial Workers (~­
vir;.o Social ~ Industria); the Public Health Service ( Servitt;o 
Especial de Sa~e ~blica); the Industrial Apprenticeship Pro~ 
gram (Service Nacional Q!. Anrendh:agem Industrial) and the :Br~ 
zilian Social Service League (Legito :Brasileiro d~ Assistencia). 
' . 
The moat important of these for the industrial laborer in 
Sio Paulo has been Servico Social ~ Industria or SESI program. 
If 
.A.t the request of :Brazilian industrialists the program was 
originated in 1946 by federal law and its organization and 
administration were entrusted to the National Confederation of 
Industey.l54 The program is independent of the government ex-
cept for a law determining the tax of two ller cent to be col--
lected on the basis of the employerts payro11.155 ~ and 
its counterpart for employees in commercial establishments, 
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the ServiCo Social ~ Com~rcio or SESC, is designed to provide 
most sectors of the urban worldng class rl th medical, nutrition.,. 
al, educational, recreational and other facilities at a minimum 
cost to the worker and his family .. 
The §Ell program has been most fully implemented in the 
City of Sao Paulo and, to a lesser extent, in the larger indus-
trial cities of the interior of the state. Several hospitals 
have been bull t and the medical assistance section of the pro-
gram includes out-patient treatment, dental treatment, research, 
and an important preventative health program. For all these 
services the industrial laborer and his femily pay only the cost 
of the materials used. 
Under the ~nutritional program, cafeterias have been 
established in the vicinity of industrial plants to provide wor~ 
kers with nourishing and nutritious lunChes at well below the 
cost of the food. Educational courses are also given for the 
wives of industrial workers in the selection and preparation of 
inexpensive and nutritious diets. 
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The educational functions of the organization also in-
elude classes for illerates, university extension courses, and 
even foreign language courses~ among others. Educational as-. 
'"Sistance also includes library facilities and a. travelling li-
bra.ry service. There is also a program of sports with state-
wide and national competitions being held ann~lly. Additional 
education functions include radio programs, a SESI monthly 
journal. moving pictures, and workers{ theatrical production 
groups. Legal assistance end nurseries for children of work-
ing families are also included in the program. 
In its six years of operation in S8o Paulo ~has con-
tinuously expanded all aspects of its program until:a large part 
of the industrial working class of the capital has been included 
,II 
in one of more of its undertakings. Moreover, the facilities of 
' the organization have been gradually extended into the more im-
portant industrial cities of the interior. Of the many diffi-
cultiea faced by the organization~ one of the most important has 
been the continued overlapping of its activities with those of 
other private» governmental and semi-govermmntal agencies. The 
resulting duplication of the facilities in some areas and the 
lack of facilities in other areas has been the subject of much 
concern but there appears to hav~ been 1i ttle progress towards 
the solution of these problems by integrating the different 
agencies or~ at least, defining their respective areas of activity. 
The SESI progrem has been proposed, financed • and put into 
11 effect by industry. It is the long range program of the in-
dustrialists for maintaining the social peace.. An important 
',consideration in any evaluation of the program is the fact 
i 
·that it is of a definitely paternalistic character with the 
hnitiative and direction provided almost exclusively by the 
industrialists themselves, Any criticism of this aspect of the 
!program, however, must be tenpered by an understanding of the 
compos! tion of the laboring classes. The influx of largely n .... 
literate workers from the rural areas of Sio Paulo and other 
states has made for a relatively unsophisticated laboring popu-
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la.tion. Under these conditions which precl"llde, for the immediate 
,)future at least, the development of independent and clemocra.tic 
organizations of the workers themselves, SESI has definitely 
helped to improve the material standards of living of the urban 
ll 
lrorking class;, 
!I 
Industrial education.. Another organization of major im-
portance to the Sic Paulo industrial worker is the National In-
dustrial Apprenticeship Service ( .§jtrvico Nacional 9!. .Aprendize.gem 
Industrial) which is usually abbreviated to SENAI. The objectives 
pf SENAI are to educate the industrial worker, thereby increasing 
~is productivity and his standard of living. The organization 
~as established by federal decree in 1942 and, like ~. put un~ 
~er the direction of the National Confederation of Industries.l56 
~ds are provided by a one per cent deduction from the payroll 
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of industrial employers.157 In addition to providing educa-
tional services~ the program also maintains medical, nutrition-
al. and social activities.158 Like~' SEN.A.I has its co·unter-
part for employees of commercial establishments in the National 
Commercial Apprenticeship Program (Service Nacional .Q&. Anren-
'!:!za.gem Comercial) or SENA.C. 
SENAI facilities, like those of m!_, are further de---
veloped in Sic Paulo than in other :Bra~ilian states. One of 
the major reasons for this is a clause in the laws governing 
' the organization which requires the spending o£ all sums col-
lected in an area to be spent in the area itself with the ex-
ception of funds needed for the maintainance of the organiza-
tionts national headquarters. The capacity of SENAI sbhools 
in the State of sSo Paulo alone exceeds 16,000 students annu-
ally and new construction is taking place continuallye159 
Each industrial plant participating in the pro gram is 
required to enroll as apprentices in one of the courses a num-
ber corresponding to from five to fifteen per cent of the plant's 
total employees and courses vary in length "from a few months to 
four years.160 There are also programs of vocational education 
and guidance for the children of industrial employees who are 
too young to accept employment or undertake apprentice training~l61 
In view of the low productivity of the average :Brazilian 
industrial worker~ SENAI would ~ppear to be a potent factor in 
the growth of e-fficient industrial production. The program seems 
to have gained wide recognition among employers and employees 
and much importance is attached to the diplomas award~ upon 
success:ful completion of the courses. The SENAI organization, 
however, has extended its sphere of operations to include 
activities not strictly concerned with 11 ind.ustrial apprentice-
ship" or even with education. This overlapping of activities 
with those of §!1§! and of other Brazilian social service or-
ganizations will continue to impede the most effective utiliza-
tion of existing facilities until some action is taken to re~ 
late the situation. 
IV' MANAGEMENT ..,; VIEWS .AND A-TTITUDES 
The majority of Sio Paulo industrialists are members of 
the S8o Paulo Center and Federation of Industries (Centro e 
- -
1\ Federacao ~ Industrias ~ Esta.d.o ~ SOO Paulo) which can 
generally be regarded as an accurate spokesman for the indua-
trialists of the state. Originally founded in 1928 as the ~­
i!:Q. ~ Industrias .9:£. Estad.o fu!. Sic Paulo, the official title 
was changed to Federa<iao 9!:!_ Industrias 2£, Ests.d.o £!_ Sio ~ 
in 1931 in accordance with a new federal law to enable the uni-
fication of the syndicates of the various industries.l62 Among 
the influential founders of the organizations were Roberto Si-
monsen, noted Brazilian economist. industrialist and senator; 
Conde Francisco Matarazzo, founder of Brazil's largest indus .... 
trial empire; and Horlcio Lafer, Minister o:f Finance under 
-" .. 
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163 President Vargas. The two interlocking organizations pub-
lish a weekly magazine for their members, the Eoletim Informa-
tivo. and this publication has been the primary source used 
in determining the views and attitudes of industrial management. 
The function of the Centro ~ Federaxao can be best ex-
pressed perhaps~ by the fol'a>owing excerpt from the editorial 
page of the March 27. 1950 issue of the Eoletim: 
Founded for the defense of the economic interests of 
the industrial class, the two organizations undertake a 
task of permanent vigilance and protection of these in-
terests.l64 
As the leader and coordinator of the industrial enterprises of 
the state, the activities of the organizations can be divided 
into the following categories: (1) those which attempt to study 
the problems of industries and to present policies for their 
solution before federal. state, and municipal governing bodies; 
(2) propaganda activities presenting the viewpoint of the in-
dustrial sector to the rest of the state; · and (3) special ser-
vices to industrialists. 
~ile primarily concerned with manufacturing industry 
and industrial problems in Sio Paulo, the organizations seem 
to be cognizant of the problems of the economies of the state 
and nation in their total aspect. Frequent editorials in the 
Eoletim have concerned themselves with the si~ta.neou.s develop-
ment of the agricultural. mining, and manufacturing p~ses of 
the economy. The ultimate intention of these policies would 
I! 
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seem to be a Brazilian economy increasingly independent of for~ 
eign resources. £nd only with a strong development of manufact~ 
ring industry, say S8o Paulo industrialists, can this indepen-
dence be achieved. 
The sentiments of the industrial sector were undoubtedly 
expressed by Mr~ Danton Coelho, at the time Brazilian Minister 
of Labor. Industry, and Commerce, in a speech before the members 
of the Centro ~Federac~: 
Brazil must improve and increase its agriculture along 
with its industrial development. But can this be done with-
out a strong and efficient industr.y? Any analyst ••• will 
reply in the negative. What are the fields worth without 
plows, without tractors, without fertilizers, without re~ 
frigeratin8 facilities. without stora,ge facilities, without 
markets? .And how can all these things be cons true ted rl th-
out a powerfully equipped industry?l65 
Commenting on the speech in an editorial, the Boletim stated¥ 
In effect, Industrialization is a national imperative, 
not as the means of defense of one class nor of protection 
for one branch of our economy, but as the best and only way 
to solve the questions of production that present themselves 
so sharply at this time; as the best and only way of assur-
ing our evolution; as the best and only way of raising the 
standards of living of our people, procuring for them a dig-
nified level of existence, liberating them from degrading and 
destructive poverty. 
Agriculture, commerce, transportation, can only gain with 
the progress of our industrialization, because this (indus-
trialization} will enable them to obtain the means and r~ 
sources for better equipping themselves, for greater expan-
sion of their activities • 
... ··································~·········~··········· Only enemies of our progress or those ignorant of the 
facts that make for the greatness of nations can oppose our 
industriali za.tion. Look at the world panorama. and see where 
lies the force that pennits great nations like the United 
States, England,.,. Germany, Japan, and the Soviet Union to pl&y" 
such important roles in our age. Would these countries have 
risen to the category of leaders of civilization if it were 
not for the. potential of their industriestl66 
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Approaching the situation from a different point of view, 
however, some observers have seen incentives other than those of 
a purely patriotic nature in the present growth of industrializ~ 
tion in Brazil and in Latin Americao In a particularly force~ 
ful analysis of the trends toward industrialization throughout 
Latin America, Simon Ranson has written: 
Against the current ove~helming acceptance of the role 
of industrialization, the Latin American policy maker needs 
to pose the simple question whether in his country the pri ... 
mary motivation is more and cheaper goods or whether. it is 
an attempt to create a privileged position for a small group 
rivalling that of the traditional land""'wning group.l67 
In cooperation with the National Confederation of Indus-
tries (Confedersyio Nacional ~ Industria) and through the state 
organizations' office in the federal capital. the recommendations 
and policies of Sio Paulo Industry are presented to the federal 
government. Studies of problems warranting detailed consid.era-
tion are made by one of the several departments of the organize.... 
tions and the conclusions and findings of these studies are pre-
sented to the appropriate federal ministry or to the state or 
local governm.ent concerned. 
Tariffs ~protection 2!. ~ industrj'. Regarding the 
specific problems affecting the industrial sector, the Centro ~ 
Feder!!Yao have clear and well-defined policies. One of the major 
topics of consideration of the organizations is the need for a 
I \ \__) 
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measure of protection for home industries against foreign com-
petition. The growth of manufacturing industry in the state, 
and in BrB"Eil as a whole. has been made possible by aome measure 
of protection. In previous rears this protection was provided 
by an unavoidable limitation of available i~orts during the 
two world wars and a shortage of foreign exchange with which to 
import manufactures during the depression of the nineteen thirties. 
Imports were curtailed to a lesser extent during the nineteen 
twenties by the low purchasing power of Brazilian money during 
that period. Tariff measures have be~n in effect since 1900 but 
their effect seans to have been secondary to the natural factors 
involved. 
The attitude of industry to the problem has been force .... 
fully expressed by the late Doctor Roberto Simonsen, noted Bra-
lilian industrialist and economist and founder of the Centro ~ 
Federe.cao.. Doctor Simonsen argued that all nations should ha.ve 
equality of bargaining position in their dealings with other n~ 
tions. He rejected the free trade principle on the grounds that 
underdeveloped areas could not have equal bargaining power with 
industriB.lly developed areas and, therefore, could have little 
influence in commercial dealings between the two areas. For this 
reason he favored a strong protectionist system to stimulate in~ 
dustrial progress in the underdeveloped areas and trade agreements 
between individual countries in place of international free trade.168 
Since the Second World War, Brazilian tariff restrictions 
have not been of major importance but imports into the countr,y 
have been controlled, primarily, by a system of import permits 
of Licence. Previa. ~afore being granted the foreign exchange 
with lt'hich to purchase imports, the prospective importer 1Jl\1St 
obtain his import permit from the Bank of ~razil. The system 
of Licence. Previa was originally instituted as a temporary 
measure to discipline the foreign trade of ~razil in an effort 
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to control the disequilibrium in the nation's international ba-
lance of payments but, in practice, it ha.s come to be used to 
control the importation of many items and to discriminate against 
classes of goods that are being produced in sufficient quantities 
within the country. 
Many editorials of the J3oletim Informative have reco~ 
mended a drastic reform in the tariff lMs, some of which have 
been in effect since 1900a The system of Licence. Prev~a is re-
cognized to be of temporary duration and subject to the policies 
of the political administration. Industry would prefer a strong 
protectionist tariff of a more permanent character. The organiza-
tions are aware, however. that "tariff' protection ought to be 
limited by the interest of the consumer so that it will not come 
to conceal a policy of high prices and excessive profits.Hl69 
., .. Impending, ~rei tl_ 2!. industrial imports. T'.ne imminence 
of another world conflict has been an important consideration 
for Sio Paulo industry. Duri:ng the Second World War industry 
II 
'I 
:1 was hampered by the cessation of the foreign supply of many 
il 
items which were needed to maintain industrial production such 
as machinery and replacement parts, petroleum, coal, and other 
industrial raw materials. Consequently there was a shortage of 
many consumer items which could neither be manufactured non ime 
I 
' ported and there ensued an inflationary period which has serious~ 
I 
ly damaged all sectors of the economy. 
~ne consensus of indu$trial opinion. as expressed in the 
Boletimls accounts of the weekly meetings of the directors of 
tbe Centro ~ Federa.c~., seemed to be that there were three methods 
of averting a recurrence of the situat~on in the event of another 
world conflict: (1) the stockpiling of at least one yearts S'U.J?-
ply of the necessary fuels and raw materials; (2) guarantees of 
I quotas 
States; 
from the foreign countries concerned, especially th~ United 
170 and (3) increasing local supplies. 
I 
Of particular concern is the supply of petroleU!11 upon 
which the nationts, and especially Slo Pe.ulots economy is be-
coming increasingly dependent. Regarding petroleum, as well as 
water power and coal, the Boletim has advised the rapid develoP-
ment of Brazilian sources of supply and has criticized the federal 
plan to purchase a tanker fleet in preference to developi:ng Bra;-. 
zilian oil reserves.l71 
In order to ex.pedi te the stockp*'ling of industrial raw 
materials, the federal government was urged to review its pro-
cedure o:f granting import permits in order to favor these items 
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and restrict the importation of luxury goods end commodities 
being produced locallyv The Brazilian Barik of Industrial Credit 
was asked to increase its credit to importers of critical raw 
materials while thes·e supplies were still available,.l72 ~ 
terial& mentioned as being of the most critical importance in 
I 
;he various discussions of the directors of the two organiz~ 
tions included tin plate, soda ash, copper, caustic soda, spe-
cial types of steel and certain dyes for the chemical industry, 
as well as the a.ll ... important supplies of oil and coal o Most of 
these commodities are being produced within the borders of Brazil 
but in quantities insufficient to meet the national demand. 
With the aim of obtaining guarantees of certain amounts 
of these necessary materials, the organizations petitioned the 
government at various times in the months before the Inter-.Ameri-
can Conference of Foreign Ministers in Washington in March of 
1951. They were presumably rewarded by the determined stand 
taken by the ~razilian delegation to the conference which, to-
gether with the delegates of many other Latin American countries, 
pressed the United States for concrete guarantees of basic im-
port quotas for many strategic items. These efforts. However, 
seem not to have been entirely successful as the conference 
failed to conclude any agreement in this respecto 
In the case of the critical fuel and power supply the 
~oletim took great interest in the large deposits of bituminous 
schist in the Para!ba Valley as a source of petroleum.l73 In• 
1\ 
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terest was also shown in the development of the coal mining 
facilities in the states of Rio Grande do Sul and Santa Oa-
: terina.l74 The further development of the potential hydroel-
ectric power resourres of the State of sBo Paulo have also been 
the sUbject of much discussion.175 The development of both the 
1 coal and schist deposits are known to be. very costly and re-
I 
latively uneconomic but the fear of an interference in the for~ 
eign supplies of these fuels seems to outweigh all thoughts of 
relative cost. 
Forei~ investment. The organizations realize that the 
continued e1pansion and development of the ~razilian economy is 
dependent, to a large extent • on a continuing flow of foreign 
investment into the country. If Brazil was to rely solely on 
'• her own resources in the immediate future, many badly needed de-
velopments where large investments of capital are necessary 
would have to be postponed indefinitely. The industrial teen-
niques and technical assistance accompanying this capital are 
also of great importance. 
Before 1930. the greater part of the foreign investment 
in Brazil was effected through bonds placed abroad by the Bra-
zilian government but. since the widespread defaults on the ser-
vice of these bonds and those of many other Latin American gov-
ernments after 1930 9 there has been a general lack of confidence 
in this form of investment. The pattern of private foreign in-.-
.... ! "' 
'',4 ·I 
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II vestmen6 has shifted in recent years to the extent that direct 
investments by foreign countries in their subsidiaries or branch 
plants in :Brazil account for almost all of the private foreign 
investment in the country~ It is generally felt that foreign 
investment in :Brazil in the future will have to come almost e~ 
elusively from this source and from loans by national and in-
ternati onal lending agencies such as the International :Sank for 
Reconstruction and Finance and the United States Export•Import 
:Banko 
The Centro ~ Federac'M seemed to favor as much foreign 
investment as possible but they maintained, at the same time, 
the right of the federal government to channel this investment 
into enterprises which would benefit the country to the greatest 
extent and, specifically, to prohibit new foreign investment 
from entering fields already developed by :Brazilian capital.l76 
Development of power sources was especially recommended to fo~ 
• eign capital due to the fact that large amounts of :Brazilian 
1 
capital were not available at the low interest rates at which 
foreign investors were willing to operate.l77 
Government ~ industty. Government intervention in the 
economic sphere in :Brazil is by no means accompanied by the dis-
favor common in other areas of the world. Especially during the 
present period of growth is the aid and participation of govern-
ment sought in developing certain secto~s of the economy. Aca 
.,. . 
:···~-/ ' l··~ 
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cording to the :Soletim, the growing problems of transportation, 
electric energy, raw materials, and capital are so large and of 
such importance that: 
Private initiative cannot prevail alone, but the a.dminis.,.. 
tratl:on itself shoui!d. participate in them. Not, surely- at-
tempting to replace private initiative, but aiding it 1 creating 
facilities for its undertakings 9 giving it incentive b~ offe~ 
ing favorable conditions for its fruitful activitles.l 8 
Management ~ laboz:. T'ne attitude of the members of the 
Centro ~ Federaci.o toward industrial labor seem to be embodied 
in the SESI program and in its underlying philosophy,. The pro-
gram is supported enthusiastically by the :Soletim and, apparent-
ly- by- the industrialists themselves. In a poll conducted by §!.!! 
of nearly six thousand industrialists in the state, seventy-one 
per cent registered themselves in favor of the organization while 
less than one per cent opposed it.l79 
The long range objectives of the §!§!. and, to a certain ex-
tent., the SElU.I programs ap~ar to have been designed to assuage 
the antagonism between industrial labor and capital and to pre--
elude or delay the development of any- organized movement~ c~ 
munist or otherwise, hostile to the prevailing economic and social 
patterns. The philosophy' of S""a.o Paulo industry toward industrial 
labor would seem to be embodied in the objectives of SESI. "to 
lend assistance, in all its aspects., to the industrial worker, to 
preserve the social peace in :Srazil.Hl80 
II 
CONCLUSION 
The interaction of certain geographical, economic, political., 
~d social factors in the period since ita European settlement has 
ontributed to give the State of Sio Paulo the preeminent position 
·t enjoys todq as the largest industrial center ·in Brazil and Latin 
~~erica. At the same time, there have been factors in the staters 
l istory lt'hich ba.ve contributed to the retarding of its development. 
~he interrelation of these factors, favorable and adverse • has given 
1 o sio Paulo industrialization its peculiar character! sties, 1 h e~~rengtps and its weaknessea, its accomplishments and its problems. 
Comparison between the industrial development of s-ao Paulo 
~~d that of the main industrial areas of the United States is not 
utlia in many respects. The Sao Paulo development has occurred a.t 
a later date, under divergent conditions, in a·different cultural 
e~vironment, among people with dissimilar values and social backgrounds. 
N~vertheless. there are certain universal requisites for a healthy 
aO.d stable industrial economy which are relevant in estimating the 
cprrent status of Sio Pa.ulol:s development., holtever uiique it has been. 
T~ese include: the preseh~ of adequate transportation facilities; 
s~ficiently large markets to warrant the limited use of mass pro-
d :~-ction methods; economical supplies of industrial power; an adequate 
c :pi tal supply; a skilled working force; end a dependable supply of 
f od and raw materials. The presence of a highly protective tariff 
p ticy • or of natural factors re$tricting importation of manufactured 
., 
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products, while providing a definite stimulus can at best be re-
garded as a temporary pallie.ti ve made necessary by the immedia.te 
desirability of industrialization. Import restrictions should not 
kesult in the p· remotion of monopoly, inefficiency, excessively high 
I 
profits, or other practices detrimental to the general welfare. 
During 1 ts formative years, sao Pa:ulo industry has been con ... 
·fronted by a great number of these problems. Many have been solved 
or are approaching solution while the solution of others has yet to 
~e undertaken. Regarding the basic and urgent problems of transports,..-
tion. the solution is complicated chiefly by the precarious and costly 
1
etroleum situation. The cost of petroleum imports constitutes a 
lserious drain on the foreign exchange supply and, in the face of I 
~apidly expanding road transportation, any cessation or diminution 
·I 
I 
~f the foreign supply would paralyze the s-"ao Paulo, and indeed the 
~re.zilian economyD In the face of these problema, present and im ... 
!ninent. a policy leading to the most rap~d exploration and exploi ta-
·ion of Brazilian petroleum would seem to be advisable. Another 
~erious transportation problem is found in the railroads which limit 
~he extension of the market for industrial production by the combined 
Pactors of high cost and slowness. The most serious need in this 
1-espect is a gradual standardization of guageso Regarding water trans-
9ort. the lack of adequate facilities in the port of' Santos has made 
or serious delays in shipping. A favorable indication is the fact 
~hat the expansion and modernization of the port~s facilities has 
~ecently been begun with a large appropriation supplied by the federal 
107 •. 
government. 
, Sao Paulo has been fortunate in its available a.nd potential 
\supply of hydroelectric power but expanding pro du.ction will need a 
continued development of this resource and, since.foreign investment 
seems to be the mos~ favorable source of funds for this large scale 
development, a federal policy giving more incentive to foreign in ... 
vestors in this type of enterprise would seem to be advisable. Coal 
resources in ~razil appear to offer little prospect for economic de-
felopment or utilization and t~e high cost of importing the product 
would seem to indicate the improvidence of eny increased dependence 
on the product. 
The problems of capital formation in Sio Paulo have been par-
tially solved by high profits, government aid, and by United States 
and other foreign loans.. Continued private foreign investment,, how-
ever, appears to be necessary to a, rapid rate of expansion. 
Up to the present time, ~io Paulo industry has not been gener~ 
ally hampered by the limitations of markets for its products. Ex-
panding production, however, will eventually require an expansion of 
the existing markets. The present market for Sao Paulo manufactures 
is.contained for the most part within the borders of ~razil and even 
this market at present has definite limits due to the combined factors 
of poor transportation facilities and the low purchasing power of the 
large majority of ~razilians. The purchasing power of the S8o Paulo 
industrial laborer himself seems to be an increasingly important 
factor as a market for industrial production. The expansion of in.,.. 
II 
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I 
ustrial education facilities guch as SENAI will undoubtedly in~ 
·rease the productivity of the industrial worker and thereby in-
tease the importance of his function as a consumer of manufactUPes. II 
i/ A serious problem for the future of Sao Paulo industrialize.-
II ~ion lies in the declining rural production of the state on which 
he industrial sector depends for a large part of its supply of 
ood and industrial raw materials. The attraction of ur}tan areas 
}or the rural workers has led to a significant relative increase of 
Lban over rural population which has not been accompanied by an in-
lrease in productivity per rural worker. In the face of this pro~ 
lem, a rapid mechanization of agricultural techniques would seem to t• called for in order to maintain agricultural production at a level 
tith industrial production and obviate the necessity of obtaining 
~bese goods from abroad. 
The most significant fact concerning the industrial sector of 
ao Paulo is that, in spite of all problems and obstacles, industrial-
~zation iB taking place and seema to be gathering momentum as it ex-
~ands. Many experts have opposed industrialization in areas such as 
~io Paulo which have been primary producing areas in the recent past. 
t
hey have reasoned, with the free trade school of economics~ that the 
reatest economic benefits for an area lie in its producing that which 
t appears to be best suited to produce in Sao Paulols case, coffee. 
lotton, and other pr~mary products. Industrialization in such areas 
as been labeled uneconomic and in opposition to the general welfare 
~f the area. Siio Paulo. however. seems to bave disproved these as-
109. 
"ertions by not only developing a large manufacturing establish~ 
l 
pants, but also by raising the urban proletariat to a standard of 
I 
i ving well above the average :Brazilian standard. The problems 
acing industrialization in the area are numerous but intelligent 
~d far-sighted policies on the parts of industey- and government 
p~ well provide the basis for continued expansion, higher stan-
~ards of U ving for the a.rea in general, and a measure of economic 
itability comparable with the stability of other industrialized reas and the world in general. 
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ABSTRACT 
The State of sio Paulo has become the most highly industrial..,. 
ized area in Latin .America. This developnent is of comparatively 
recent origin, occurring' almost wholly since 1900 and principally 
since 1930 and ~s been the result of many factors in th~ history 
of the state. 
The temperate climate of the plateau on which the major por-
I' tion of the state is located was co~ducive to settlement by a hardy 
1 
agricultural population. The soil of a large part of the plateau~ 
called terra ~. was to give sic Paulo the opportunity to develop 
itself economically when coffee was introduced into the region at 
the close of the eighteenth century. 
In the twentieth century. two international wars and a 
world-wide economic depression provided the main impetus for a re-
orientation of the Brazilia~ economy, emphasizing industrialization. 
This concurrence of events found Sio Paulo well situated to develop 
a manufacturing industry. There was an adequate hydroelectric poten-
tial in the rivers flowing from the plateau, a fairly well developed 
. transportation system built to a.ccomodate the needs of the doffee 
! boom, and a working population which included a large number of 
European immigrants • industrious and. to a certain extent J skilled 
in industrial techniques. On these bases industrialization ;pro-
ceeded in the state. aided by tariff harriers and other governmental 
I 
stimulation. 
I Iii 
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Industrial development in the state has been focused on the 
capital city and its immediate suburbs but there have arisen~ on e. 
i smaller scale. other manufacturing centers throughout the state. 
The City of Sao Paulo and its suburbs account for approximately two-
thirds of industrial production. The individua~ establishments in 
the capital and its suburbs are gen·erally of much larger size than 
these of the interior of the state where small handicraft type in~ 
duatries are still of great importance. 
The state's most important single industry is that of cotton 
textiles which accounts for almost thirty~five per cent of the statets 
industria.! employees., The industry was one of the earliest to be de-
veloped in the area and received great stimulation during World War 
II which .enabled it to expand production to supply not only the needs 
of the internal market but also to export a significant quantity of 
goodsq This export tra.cle., however, has. rapidly diminished in th\ll 
face of revived international competition in the postwar period. 
Of major significance is the growth of the metallurgical in-
dustry which accounts for almost thirteen per cent of the statets 
industrial employees and is expanding rapidly. The importance of 
the state in this activity lies not so much in the production of un-
finished iron and steel as in the processing of these unfinished 
products into industrial and consumer goods.. sao Paulo annually pur-
chases a.pproxima.tely fifty per cent of the p~oduction of Volta Re-
donda, Latin Americals largest iron and steel mill located in the 
State of Rio de Janeiro. 
The food products industry in the state is also of great 
.!importance although it accounts for fewer industrial employees 
ijthan ai ther the textile or metallurgical industries. 
-
Expansion of industrial enterprise lin the State of Si.o 
.Paulo has been rapid in the immediate postwar years with much 
foreign. and particularly United States~ investment in branches 
and subsidiaries. 
Transportation facilities in Sao Pa\uo are more advanced 
than those of other Brazilian areas but there are serious diffi-
culties and problems in this respect. The market for industrial 
127. 
goods has been seriously limited by the high cost of transport with-
in the state end the inadequate extension of facilities into the 
hinterland. Rail transportation is relatively well developed but 
much of the equi:pment requires replacement and a more serious prob..,. 
jlem is found in the lack of standardization of track gauges which 
!
necessitates expensive and time-consuming reloading at junctions o:f 
different size gauges. 
il 
Road development is of comparatively recent origin and fur-
ther large-scale development is limited by the lack of Brazilian 
petroleum and the high cost of importing the product. Inland •ater 
transportation is of comparatively little importance in the state 
but the shipping facilities of the port of Santos are of major 1m~ 
iportance~ The overcrowding and delays in this port during the re-
,cent foreign trade boom have made necessary a program of expansion 
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and modernization of the portts facilities. 
HYdroelectric power has been the primary source of power 
for the state's manufacturing industries. The development of this 
resource was started in 1900 and expansion of power facilities has 
taken place in response to the growing needs of the industrial 
sector. The supply of hydroelectric power has been generally ad-
equate and inex:pensi ve but a shortage has developed recently with 
foreign corporations unwilling to invest further in the development 
of the staters 'Kater power resources in the absence of more favor ... 
able conditions for the remittance of profits. The si tua.tion, how""f 
ever, appears to be a temporary one and the long range outlook for 
this source of power is genera.lly favorable .. 
The petroleum si tua.tion in Sao Paulo is grave and is becoming 
more serious as road traffic increases and the statets economy be-
comes more dependent on the product. With fue high cost of imports.-. 
tion of the product and the danger of a cessation of supply in the 
event of another international conflict, the immediate development 
of :Brazilian petrolelm resources becomes essential. 
There is little coal in Sic Paulo and the use of coal from 
the mines of Southern :Brazil is hampered by its low quality and the 
high cost of transportation from the mines to Sio Paulofs consuming 
centers. The outlook for further development of this resource in 
:Brazil is generally unfavorable although the federal government has 
tried to stimulate development of the national product by compelling 
the use of a certain percentage of :Brazilian along with imported coal. 
Tb& rapid growth of the industry:-':llas tended to deplete 
rural population as agricultural workers, attracted by higher 
wages offered by urban industry, have left the rural areas for 
the cities. In the absence of any large....scale increase in the 
use of labor-saving ~ricultural machinery~ agricultural pro-
duction has fallen off and the situation has become serious for 
the industrial sector which dependa on the rural areas of the 
state for a large part of its supply of food and industrial raw 
materials .. 
In the ce.pi tal city, which has shown the greatest and 
129. 
most rapid growth in the past decades. there have arisen many 
problems concerning the inadequacy of public transportation, re-
creation, sanitation, and other facilities. Taking cognizance of 
the growing complexity of its problems in these respects, the city 
hired, in 1950, a group of municipal planning experts who studied 
the situation and reported on the cityr.s immediate requirements. 
Planning a.nd organization for the future grolfth of the city gives 
'
1 the City of Sio Paulo an advantage over many urban areas in the 
United States where cities were left to grow and expand according 
to no prearranged plan. 
II 
Industrial labor in sao Paulo is relatively prosperous ac-
cording to Brazilian standards but has a standard of living well 
below that of industrial laborers in the United States. Many of 
the industrial workers are members of labor syndicates but govern-
ment control and regulation have generally tended to preserve 
It 
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I paternalistic laborerna.ne.gement relations. 
The welfare of the industrial worker and his family is the 
concern of a. variety of frequently overlapping organizations, the 
most important of which is the Social Service for Industrial Wor.-., 
I 
kers or SESI "Program., SESI svp:plies the industrial worker with 
ll medical, nutritional, educational, recreational• and other facili~ 
ties at a minimum cost to the worker.. Industrial training of the 
working class is under the direction of the Industrial Apprentice-
ship Service or SENAl which o~erates classes in industrial tech~ 
niques with the purpose of increasing the productivity of the wor; 
ker and thereby his standard of 11 ving. :Soth the SESI and SENA.I 
programs are supported by a ta.x on the :payrollS of industrial em-
ployers and are independent of government direction .. 
The Sio Paulo Center and Federation of Industries (Centro 
e Feder89io das Industri.as do Estado de Sic PaUlo), founded in 
1928, has come to be generally regarded as the spokesman for the 
industrialists of the state. The latter generally support governe 
ment protection of industry, the development of :Brazilian natural I . 
,; resources., conditions favorable to the continued inflow of foreign 
! 
i capital into certain fields of investment .. 
The industrialization of the ~tate, in spite of the many and 
serious problems confronting it, is progressing. Living standards 
in urban areas have been generally tncrea.sing and industrial ef..,.. 
ficiency has undoubtedly improved. The solution of many of the 
problems confronting industrialization is being carried out and 
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